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Abbreviations and Aronyms
Monte Carlo A simulation that relies heavily on random number
or quarter in Monao.
2D-Ising model A model that onsists of a 2-dimensional lattie lled
with spins whih an have one of two values, or for
lattie gas systems spins are referred to as partiles
and holes. The total energy of the system follows a
well known Hamiltonian.
Kawasaki dy-
namis
A method for ipping the spins on the simulation
lattie. This method onserves the total number of
spin, or for a lattie gas it onserves the total number
of partiles. This method is what is known as a time
driven method.
N -fold way A method that ips spins by hoosing events based
on their probability to our. This method is known
as a event driven method.
Drop or droplet Colletion of partiles that form an island. The
shape of the drop is reated to be square, size
Lx × Ly, in its initial onguration.
Step or surfae Means a surfae that a partile an move around on
without hanging its energy.
Step edge or
grain boundary
Refers to the edge of a surfae. When a partile
makes a move over this edge its energy will hange.
Modes of move-
ment
Several modes are identied for how a partile an
move on a surfae. These modes are distinguished
by ounting the number of neighbors a partile has
before and after it has been moved.
Periodi system Is a system where the width of the lattie is the same
the width of the drop being simulated on it. The
drop in a periodi system is refered to as a periodi
drop.
Non-periodi
system
The drop width is smaller than the width of the
lattie. The drop in this system is refered to as a
free drop.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 The setup
In this thesis the phenomenon where a nanosale droplet moves over a surfae
with a potential gradient is studied.
The droplet is made out of a 2 dimensional layer of partiles plaed on a
square lattie. The maximum size of the droplet is only a few thousand
partiles, so the system is mirosopi. The droplet is plaed on a surfae
that ontains a step-like potential over whih it is then allowed to move freely.
The potential drops by ∆h at every position interval ∆x. A partile interats
with its nearest neighbours and with the eld reated by the surfae.
To give an idea of what the setup looks like, a piture of a typial system is
shown in Fig. 1.1. The height of the steps in this piture is proportional to
the energy ontribution the partiles get from interating with the surfae.
The lower the steps are, the lower is the potential dierene. The rest of
the energy omes from nearest neighbour interations with the four nearest
partiles.
Initially, it was expeted that the droplet would move in one out of two ways.
It would either move by what is known as driven diusion or by ballisti
motion. Indeed, these two ways of moving were seen in the simulations.
Driven diusion means that the partiles do not move only by randomly
diusing about, but instead single partiles see the diretion in whih the
potential dereases as more probable and therefore on average tend to move
1.2. Previous work 2
Figure 1.1: A side view of a onguration that shows the hange in the eld
as a funtion of height. The higher the partiles are loated in the piture
the stronger is the eld that ats on them.
in that diretion. Ballisti motion ours when the entire droplet moves,
without breaking up onsiderably, down the steps. Driven diusion beomes
more probable as the eld dierene between two steps is inreased or when
the length of a step is inreased.
In the following hapter we will present some previous work done in this eld
and also disuss what the most important aspets have been in the study
of droplets. M. Voué et al. review in their artile [1℄ what has been done
in reent years: the methods that have been used and the most important
results.
1.2 Previous work
There have been related studies in the past. Reent developments in the
proess of forming and atuating droplets as small as a few nano-litres, see
[2℄, have made it inreasingly important to understand the dynamis of nano-
sale droplets. An important phenomenon onerning droplets is how they
spread on surfaes. Aordingly, a lot of theoretial and omputational eort
has been devoted to understanding the spreading of very small droplets, for
whih the lassial Young's equation may fail [3℄.
There have not been many studies in the past that fous on studying the
eet a heterogeneous surfae has on the morphology of a droplet, despite
important pratial appliations, suh as the so alled lab-on-a-hip. There
are a few studies on this subjet, however. For example in [4℄ a droplet is
studied on a hemially striped (lyophobi-lyophili) surfae. Another suh
study is the one performed by Yeomans, Kusumaatmaja, et al. [5℄. The
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biggest dierenes in their study ompared to the present study is that they
used a more lattie Boltzmann model, to simulate a marosopi droplet on a
surfae with a groove, whereas we simulate a nano-sale droplet on surfaes
with one or multiple steps. Another signiant dierene is that in order
for Yeomans, Kusumaatmaja, et al. to observe motion they had to give the
droplet an initial veloity, whereas this is not needed in our model. The
apillary fores that are driving the droplet over the surfae in the lattie
Boltzmann study are not the reason for the ballisti motion of a droplet over
the surfae observed in this study. When studying a droplet at a miro- or
nanosopi sale other mehanisms are responsible for moving the droplet
over the surfae.
There have for a long time been a need to understand how liquid wets sur-
faes. For example, it is important to know how ink spreads on a paper
or how lubriation behaves on surfaes found in engines. For a review on
how frition works on a nanosale see [6℄. To be able to design materials
that are optimal for their given purpose we need to know how they work on
a mirosopi sale. For example in [7, 8, 9℄ droplets are being studied on
homogeneous surfaes using various tehniques.
Other studies involving droplets fous on studying the preursor lm that is
forming in the viinity of the droplet as it approahes equilibrium [10, 11, 12℄,
terraed spreading of monomoleular layers [13, 14, 15, 16℄ and visous losses
due to rolling motion [17, 18℄.
Using moleular dynamis it was found by Yang, Koplik and Banavar [8, 19℄
that the radius of the layers spread as R ∼
√
log(t) when studying spreading
of droplets in the terraed wetting regime. This result diers from the ex-
perimental and simulated observations in [9, 14, 20, 15, 21, 22℄. The model
used by J. De Conink, et al. [9℄ performs Kawasaki dynamis for a lattie
gas whih reprodues the same time dependene for the growth of layers as
was observed from experiments, R ∼ √t, where t is time. The radius of
the preursor lm was measured experimentally using rened ellipsometry.
The dierene between Banavar's, et al., results and those presented above
is believed to ome from the dierene in moleular size between the experi-
ments and the simulations [9℄. Later it was suggested by Nieminen et al. [7℄
that in Yang, Koplik and Banavar's [19℄ model moleules evaporate from the
droplet and wet the surfae of the solid whereas in [9℄ the droplet used in the
experiments is muh less volatile.
This same spreading law was even found by using a marosopi model to sim-
ulate partiles diusing about on a lattie [23℄. In this study S. F. Burlatsky,
et al. were able to reprodue the spreading law by using small metalli balls
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(both magneti and non-magneti balls were used, though in separate ex-
periments) plaed on a vibrating lattie. The lattie is made to vibrate by
having two motors plaed at eah end of the lattie. These motors are tted
with eentrial ywheels to provide the random motion for the balls. In
their report they show that this system indeed produes diusive motion.
Using Monte Carlo simulations D. B. Abraham, et al. [24℄ were able to
reprodue the same time dependene of the radius of the spreading preursor
lm as was experimentally observed in other studies.
The rst desription of a moleular lm preeding the droplet was done by
Hardy in 1919 [25℄.
The ase where a one layer thik preursor lm is spreading before the droplet
an be observed when, for example, the temperature is raised and the ontat
angle between the droplet and the substrate reahes zero. Experimental work
on wetting has been done by Young and Laplae [10℄.
In a reent study, a marosopi drop was studied on a vibrating inlined
surfae [26℄. The surprising nding in this study is how the drop is able to
move in the opposite diretion to whih gravity would move it, if the surfae
was not be vibrating.
The systems studied in this thesis an be related to these monolayer lms
and terraed layers by the fat that we are looking at one atom layer thik
lms here also.
In this thesis droplets will be studied on a surfae with a step-like potential
using Monte Carlo simulations.
1.3 The model
To model the system a 2D Ising Monte Carlo simulation is onstruted. In-
stead of using the more ommon Metropolis algorithm for doing the individ-
ual updates on the simulated lattie, the more exoti N -fold way algorithm
is used [27℄. The reason for using the N -fold way instead of the Metropolis
algorithm is due to our observation that the ballisti motion ours only at
very low temperatures. At low temperatures the Metropolis algorithm is very
slow, whereas the N -fold way algorithm is muh faster due to the fat that
it is a so alled event driven algorithm. The Metropolis algorithm is what is
known as a time step driven algorithm. The dierene between a time step
driven and an event driven algorithm is that in the former during eah new
iteration of the algorithm a move ours only with some probability, whereas
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in an event driven algorithm something always happens during every itera-
tion. In the ase of the N -fold way algorithm an update is seleted to our
at every attempt. The update is seleted based on how probable it would be
to our in the Metropolis algorithm.
The N -fold way algorithm may look like a very powerful and fast algorithm
at a rst glane but in reality this is not always the ase. The N -fold way
algorithm is faster than the Metropolis algorithm only at low temperatures.
The reason for this is that a lot of bookkeeping is neessary in the N -fold
way algorithm. Unlike the Metropolis algorithm, the N -fold way algorithm
must keep trak of all the possible moves and their probabilities.
In Setion 3.11 we ompare the Metroplis method to the N -fold way method.
Using those simulations we alulate the time saling fator, τ , in used in
the N -fold way method. We also alulate how muh faster the N -fold way
method is ompared to the Metropolis method when simulating the same
kind of systems as we study in this thesis.
Kawasaki dynamis is hosen to handle the reation of new trial ongu-
rations, sine it preserves the number of partiles in the simulation. The
methods and algorithms desribed here will be presented a seond time in
Setion 2, where they will also be desribed in more detail.
For studying the systems only a few parameters are varied. The most impor-
tant parameters are the temperature, T , the step length, ∆x, and the drop
in the potential, ∆h, as a partile moves over a step. In addition, other quite
important parameters are the size of the droplet, its loation, and the size
of the system. In most of the simulations only the total drop in potential
between the rst and the last step, the initial distane of the droplet from
the rst step and the number of steps between the rst and last step are
hanged. The rest of the parameters are kept onstant.
An example of a physial system that ould be simulated using the model
desribed above is a layer of partiles, whih has been deposited on the surfae
of some substrate having hemially fabriated stripes. The stripes funtion
as a potential that the partile layer interats with.
1.4 Appliations
The reason for studying nano-sale droplets is beause knowing how droplets
behave on surfaes with varying textures is very important to fully under-
stand how a number of dierent tehnologies suh as lubriation, painting,
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oating, emulsion, dying, gluing and oil reovery from porous roks work
[10, 28, 29, 30, 31℄.
In reality, a system with a step like potential ould be used in droplet lters or
as a way of transporting a moleule over some surfae, on whih it normally
does not favour moving. After a number of simulations it was lear that the
steps annot be arbitrarily long, sine the time needed for the droplet to nd
the next step grows with the distane from the edge of a lower step. When a
droplet moves over a step it needs to nd the edge of the next step before it
an proeed to move further down the steps. If the droplet is small enough,
it will take a onsiderable time before it nds the next step. As long as the
droplet is loated on a single step, only diusion will be moving it around. In
other words, the droplet will be moving around on the step randomly until
it nds an energetially more favourable step to move onto. Based on this
fat, a lter ould be onstruted suh that the length of the steps is hosen
so that only droplets larger than some ritial size will proeed to the next
step. Results from simulations studying a lter-like setup are presented in
Setion 3.7.
A moleular transportation system ould work by attahing a moleule on
the droplet and then letting the droplet be driven over a surfae whih has
hemially fabriated stripes ethed on it. By modifying the surfae one
ould then reate a transport mehanism for moleules.
This study mainly fouses on investigating the eet a single step or two
steps have on droplets varying in size from 50 partiles 40000 partiles.
In Setion 3.10 we study an alternative geometry of the step edge in hope of
nding a way to further inrease the stability and veloity of the droplet as
it transloates. The eld we study is shaped like a triangle that opens in the
diretion in whih the droplet is moving. We nd in this setion that we are
able to inrease the droplet's veloity without it breaking up.
In the next hapters results will be presented from studies with a droplet
moving over one step. The dominating modes at dierent parameter on-
gurations were identied. As a result, it was found that the number of
partiles moving along the edges of the droplet will grow with respet to
partiles moving inside the droplet as the eld parameter is dereased, or in
other words, the step height is lowered. Then, a seond step was added to
study in what way the droplet moved over them and also to hek, whether
it moved in the same way as it did when moving over the rst step edge.
Chapter 2
Methods
2.1 Monte Carlo method
In the previous hapter we mentioned that we onstruted a Monte Carlo
model for studying the movement of a nanosale droplet aross a surfae
with a potential gradient.
A Monte Carlo algorithm relies heavily on random numbers. The name
Monte Carlo for simulations like those performed in this study, refers to the
random behaviour exhibited by many games played in the numerous asinos
in a quarter, in Monao, with the same name.
There are numerous books written on the subjet of Monte Carlo methods.
The two books about Monte Carlo simulations used in this study are by D.
Landau & K .Binder [32℄ and M. E. J. Newman & G. T. Barkema [33℄.
Before the real problem, or the algorithms used for solving it, will be disussed
any further, a few examples will be given to give better insight on how Monte
Carlo methods, or random numbers, an be used to solve simple problems.
One easy and sometimes handy use of omputers is for numerial solution
of analytially diult, or unsolvable, integrals. The easiest ase is when we
have a one-dimensional integral of the form
I =
∫ a
b
f(x)dx.
There exists several numerial methods for solving a problem like this, for ex-
ample trapezoidal rule or Simpson's rule. In the next setion we will desribe
the so-alled hit-or-miss method to demonstrate the Monte Carlo omputa-
tion. Later, also more sophistiated methods will be presented.
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2.1.1 Hit-or-miss method
The hit-or-miss method is a rather unsophistiated, brute fore way of using
omputers to evaluate an integral. The idea for the hit-or-miss method is
simple. We start by drawing a box around a funtion f(x) in the interval
[a, b]. The bottom side of the box extends from a to b, the other sides
extend from 0 to fmax, where fmax is the maximum value f(x) an have
when x ∈ [a, b].
Next, we start lling this box with N randomly seleted points, or pairs of
random numbers. One N points have been added to the box we ount how
many of these N points are below the graph f(x). The value of the integral
an then be easily estimated using the formula
Iest =
Nunder
N
A,
where Nunder refers to the number of points under f(x). The area A is the
area of the box that was previously drawn around the interval of integration,
in other words A = fmax |b− a|.
By inreasing the amount of random numbers that we used for evaluating
the integral we an derease the error in the estimate. In other words, as
N →∞ the estimated integral value will eventually onverge to the orret
value.
Sine the method presented here was based on random events, we will also
want to know how large an error we make when estimating an integral this
way. Therefore, in order to obtain also an error estimate, the algorithm is
usually repeated several times, using dierent random number series in eah
iteration. From these iterations the standard deviation an be alulated to
give an estimate of the validity of the obtained results.
The hit-or-miss method works well as long as the integrand is fairly smooth.
If the integrand varies a lot, like the funtion in Fig. 2.1 does near origin,
we will need a lot more random points to obtain a result with at least equal
preision to the one obtained for a smooth funtion.
In the ase of a rapidly varying integrand, greater errors in the estimate an
be expeted and usually many more random points are needed to produe
an estimate of equal preision for it than for a smoother integrand.
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.
2.1.2 Importane sampling
The hit-or-miss method works well when the funtion to be integrated is
fairly smooth and we an use a large amount of random numbers.
A more intelligent method for numerial integration is the importane sam-
pling method. The advantage of importane sampling, over the hit-or-miss
method with the same number of random points is the higher preision. The
drawbak is that the importane sampling method requires a priori knowl-
edge about the integrand, in other words, we need to know whih regions of
the integrand will ause the hit-or-miss method to behave badly.
The idea with the importane sampling method is that we rst identify re-
gions where the integrand will generate a large error ontribution. Then we
hoose a weight funtion, w(x), whih ensures that these badly behaving
regions reeive more random numbers than the other, smooth parts of the
integrand. Finally, when we alulate the integral we have to fator in the
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weight funtion to obtain the orret value.
The weight funtion is a positive normalised funtion, in other words
∫ b
a
w(x)dx = 1.
This requirement on the weight funtion ensures that the random points are
all generated inside the desired interval [a, b].
The idea with the weight funtion is that it gives more emphasis on regions,
where the integrand behaves badly by generating more random numbers in
these regions. We an now write the integral in the following form
I =
∫ b
a
[
f(x)
w(x)
]
w(x)dx.
The estimate is now given by
Iest =
1
N
N∑
i=1
f(xi)
w(xi)
,
where the points xi are generated aording to the weight funtion w(x). It
is a good idea to hoose w(x) to mimi the integrand. That way the quotient
f(x)
w(x)
is slowly varying, and the error ontribution is redued.
2.2 The two dimensional Ising model
The Ising model [32℄ is one of the simplest models one an use to study phys-
ial systems. The two dimensional Ising model is a well known problem in
statistial mehanis, studied for quite some time. By using well established
tehniques of mathematial physis it an even be solved exatly [34, 35, 36℄.
The two dimensional Ising model an onsist of a square lattie of size L×L,
where eah site an have one out of two values, for example -1 and 1 in
magneti systems. The lattie is then populated with spins (or partiles,
depending on what kind of environment is being simulated) that an inter-
at at the same time with their nearest-neighbour interations and with an
external potential.
If the lattie is populated with partiles, the system is referred to as an Ising
lattie gas. This systems is equivalent to a normal Ising system that uses 1
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and -1 to represent a spin up and spin down, respetively. In the lattie gas
model we use in this thesis we use 1 and -1 to represent empty sites and a
lled sites, respetively. The system that an be studied with this model are
very dierent from those addressed by the onventional Ising model.
The lattie gas model is a onserved-order-parameter, or COP, Ising model
[33℄. The order parameter in an Ising simulation is the magnetisation, 〈M〉 =
〈∑Ni si〉, or mean magnetisation per spin 〈m〉 = 1N 〈∑Ni si〉. Conserved-order-
parameter means the magnetisation is kept onstant, so the total number of
spins or, in the ase of lattie gas systems, the number partiles is onstant
throughout the simulations.
The Hamiltonian for the Ising model is given by
H = −J∑
〈i,j〉
sisj −H
∑
i
si, (2.1)
where the rst term is a sum taken only over all nearest-neighbour pairs
and the seond term is a sum over all partiles (or spins) in the system. In
other words, the rst sum in the Hamiltonian is the energy ontribution that
omes from partiles interating with neighbouring partiles and the seond
sum is the energy ontribution that omes when individual spins interat
with the external potential. In this study the external potential is used to
model the surfae that droplet is thought to move on. The parameter J is a
oupling onstant between nearest-neighbour pairs and H is the magnitude
of the external eld. In the Hamiltonian above, the eld parameter, H, is
assumed to be independent of the loation of the spin, in other words, it is
assumed to be a onstant throughout the whole system.
In the ase of the system studied in this thesis, where the external eld
depends on the x- and y-oordinates of the partile, the eld parameter is
moved inside the seond sum in Eq. (2.1) and is now denoted as H (x, y) to
make its x and y dependene expliit.
H = −J∑
〈i,j〉
sisj −
∑
i
H[x(si), y(si)]si. (2.2)
Here, x(si) and y(si) are funtions that extrat the x- and y- oordinates
from the spin si. When studying the system desribed in Chapter 1 we have
a Hamiltonian that depends only on the y-oordinate, in other words, we an
forget the x(si) parameter and write H(y(si)).
Below the ritial temperature, Tc, systems with a onserved-order-parameter
will undergo a phase separation and arrange themselves into loal domains
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[33℄. These loal domains will have either of the two preferred densities, ρ+
and ρ−. Normal Ising systems with temperatures below Tc have been found
to have either one of these densities in their equilibrium onguration. ρ+
and ρ− are found to be
ρ+ =
1
2
(1 + |m|) , ρ− = 1
2
(1− |m|) . (2.3)
They are derived from
∑N
i si =
1
2
(
M
N
+ 1
)
, where
∑N
i si is the sum over all
lattie sites, N = Lx × Ly, and si an be either s− = −1 or s+ = 1. On
a lattie where the lattie sites an take the values σ+ = 1 or σ− = 0 we
have equivalently
∑N
i σi = ρN . Eq. (2.3) are derived by notiing that σi =
1
2
(si + 1) and that for the normal Ising model the average magnetisation,
m = M
N
, has two equilibrium values, one negative and one positive. These
two densities are temperature dependent: the lower the temperature, the
loser to ρ+ = 1 and ρ− = 0 will the system's density get.
From this we get the area in the phase diagram to the left of the ritial
temperature in Fig. 2.2. ρ+ and ρ− approah eah other as the temperature
approahes Tc. Above the ritial temperature ρ+ and ρ− are equal.
If the density, ρ, for the COP system is piked to be inside the range [ρ−, ρ+]
then the system will arrange itself to obtain loal domains with either ρ+
or ρ−. ρ+ and ρ− will be very lose to zero and one, respetively, for most
simulations presented later in the thesis. In other words, there will be a
lear interfae between these domains. This is due to all simulations being
performed at very low temperatures. Above the ritial temperature the
system is homogeneous.
2.3 The Metropolis Algorithm
The Metropolis algorithm generates a new onguration from a previous
onguration with a ertain probability, p. The probability with whih the
new onguration will be aepted is dependent only on the energy dierene
between these two states. The probability of going from one onguration to
another is given by the following equation
wij =
{
e−∆E/kBT if ∆E > 0
1 if ∆E ≤ 0, (2.4)
where ∆E is the energy dierene between two suessive states, ∆E =
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Figure 2.2: Phase diagram of the two dimensional COP Ising model. The
system will separate into oexisting domains below the ritial temperature,
Tc. Above Tc the system will be homogeneous.
Ei+1−Ei. In the ase when the energy of the new trial onguration is lower
than that of the last aepted onguration the Metropolis algorithm has
reated, the trial onguration will be automatially aepted as the urrent
onguration for the system. Sine Eq. (2.4) is very important, its derivation
is given next.
Eq. (2.4) is obtained from what is known as the Master equation for a Markov
hain. A Markov hain is a stohasti proess in whih random variables, ri,
depend only on the preeding variable, ri−1. In other words, a Markov hain
has no memory. Mathematially, a Markov hain an be expressed as
p(ri+1|riri−1 . . . r1) = p(ri+1|ri), (2.5)
where pi(t) = p(ri, t) is the probability of nding the system in state i at
time t. The Master equation, given by
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∂pi(t)
∂t
= −
N∑
j=1
[wijpi − wjipj] , (2.6)
is a diret onsequene of the Markov hain in Eq. (2.5). wij is the transition
rate for a system going from state i to state j. The Master equation an be
interpreted so that the "ow of probability" between two states in a Markov
hain is equal. When the system is in equilibrium, the net ow of probability
in and out of a state in the hain is zero,
∂pi(t)
∂t
= 0. (2.7)
Plugging this into Eq. (2.6) gives
wijpi = wjipj ⇒ wij
wji
=
pj
pi
. (2.8)
For a lassial anonial ensemble,
pi =
1
Z
e−Ei/kBT (2.9)
gives the probability that the ith state will our, Z is the partition funtion
and is given by
Z =
N∑
i
e−Ei/kBT , (2.10)
assuming there are N dierent states in the ensemble.
The probability in Eq. (2.9) usually annot be alulated diretly sine for
most systems Z is impossible to determine. The main advantage of the
Metropolis algorithm is that one needs not have exat knowledge of Z at all
times.
When Eq. (2.9) is substituted into Eq. (2.8), one gets
wij
wji
=
pj
pi
=
1
Z
e−Ej/kBT
1
Z
e−Ei/kBT
= e(Ei−Ej)/kBT = e−∆E/kBT , (2.11)
where ∆E is the hange in energy from the previous state to the urrent
state, i.e. ∆E = Ej − Ei.
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Using the result above, we are now in a position to solve for the probability
of a system to go from one onguration to another. The result we obtain
is the same that was originally presented in Eq. (2.4) when ∆E > 0. A
onvenient hoie is to aept all transitions where the energy dereases in
the system, ∆E ≤ 0.
pi→j =
{
e−∆E/kBT if ∆E > 0
1 if ∆E ≤ 0. (2.12)
The algorithm desribed above is a time-step driven algorithm: an update
an be either aepted or rejeted during eah iteration.
When an update on the lattie has been made, the orresponding energy
hange, ∆E, is alulated. If ∆E ≤ 0, the update is aepted but if ∆E > 0,
a new random number is hosen and ∆E is inserted into Eq. (2.4). If the
random number is smaller than the value obtained from inserting ∆E into
Eq. (2.4), the move is aepted.
From the way the probability for the aeptane of a new onguration is
alulated, it an be seen that this time-step driven update algorithm works
very well at high enough a temperature (when the temperature is high, then
the probability is high for a move to our). However, longer and longer runs
are needed when the temperature is lowered due to the Boltzmann weight in
Eq. (2.12). As the temperature is lowered, the probability for a system to go
from state i to state j also gets lower. A more eient update algorithm at
low temperatures, known as the N -fold way, will be disussed in Setion 2.4.
The N -fold way algorithm is an event driven update algorithm. Thus, even
at very low temperatures, an update happens at every iteration.
There are several methods for generating new trial ongurations. The one
known as Kawasaki dynamis will be presented in Setion 2.5. This method
an be easily adapted to simulations where partiles are used. Other methods
for generating new trial ongurations are better suited for simulations where,
for example, magnetisation is studied.
2.4 N-fold way update sheme
At low temperatures theN -fold way, an event-driven algorithm, is muh more
eient than the time-step driven algorithm, desribed in Setion 2.2. Hene,
unlike a time-step driven algorithm, it does not suer from the derease of the
event probability with dereasing temperature. The N -fold way algorithm
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was rst introdued by Borzt, et al. in 1975 [27℄.
The problem with the N -fold way algorithm is that additional bookkeeping
is required. This means that eah individual time-step takes far more om-
putational time than that of a time-driven algorithm. Another disadvantage
of the N -fold way algorithm is that one loses the knowledge of how long a
time a move would have taken to our. To get an estimate on how long it
would take for a move to our, one an use Eq. (2.16) to be disussed.
The idea with the N -fold way is that one rst realises that the number
of possible loal environments a spin an exist in is, for most systems, a
rather small number, N . The name N -fold way originates from this fat.
For example, for a spin having the value sij = 1 in an Ising square lattie,
where H = 1, there are 5 possible ways the nearest neighbours an arrange
themselves in. The 5 dierent possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
E=1×−1 + 1×−1+
1×−1 + 1×−1 = −4
E=1× 1 + 1×−1+
1×−1 + 1×−1 = −2
E=1× 1 + 1× 1+
1×−1 + 1×−1 = 0
E=1× 1 + 1× 1+
1× 1 + 1×−1 = 2
E=1× 1 + 1× 1+
1× 1 + 1× 1 = 4
Figure 2.3: A piture depiting all the possible loal energies a spin an have
when the eld is assumed to be onstant and the spins interat only with
nearest neighbours.
In the same way, we an do the same alulation for sij = −1. The number
of possible energies we an have will not inrease by ipping sij. An energy
lass is dened as a group in whih spins with the same loal energy reside.
Then one spin an belong to one of 10 dierent energy lasses. Aordingly,
a list where spins are sorted in dierent energy lasses must be reated.
One all the possible energy lasses and the number of spins belonging to
them is known, the probability of ipping a spin in lass l is omputed. The
probability of a spin belonging to lass l being ipped is
pl = nle
−∆El/kBT , (2.13)
where nl is the number of spins that belong to lass l. This an be further
simplied sine the quantities
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bl = e
−∆El/kBT
(2.14)
are onstant throughout the whole simulation. The only thing that hanges
after a move is the number of partiles, nl, that belong to the energy lass.
The next thing to do in the algorithm is to determine whih spin to ip. This
is done by generating a random number so that 0 < rnum < QN . QN is the
total probability of all the states, in other words,
QM =
∑
l≤M
pl. (2.15)
Now one only needs to nd whih energy lass, l, the generated random
number belongs to. This is done by nding Ql−1 < rnum < Ql. One this is
known, a seond random number is needed for seleting one of the nl spins
from the lass. After this a third random number is needed for estimating
how long it would have taken for this ip to our in a time-step driven
algorithm. The time estimate is obtained from
∆t = − τ
QN
ln (rnum3), (2.16)
where τ is the time needed to exeute a ip and QN is as dened in Eq. (2.15).
One a spin has been ipped, one also needs to update the bookkeeping lists.
The spin just ipped needs to be removed from its old energy lass and added
to the new one. In the same way all nearest-neighbour spins must also be
updated, sine they are also aeted by the ip.
2.5 Kawasaki or spin-exhange dynamis
An update in the Ising model an be implemented by, for example, randomly
piking a lattie site and then ipping the spin in it, i.e. hanging si from
−1 to 1. Another way of generating new states is to pik a site at random
and then exhange the spins in it with some other spin on the lattie. This
latter method is the so alled Kawasaki, or spin-exhange, dynamis, rst
introdued by Kawasaki in 1972 [37℄.
Due to Kawasaki dynamis exhanging the values of two dierent spins, the
total number of spins having the value 1, and orrespondingly the value -1,
is preserved throughout the whole simulation. This is very desirable when
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the system studied onsists entirely of partiles, and no partiles are added
or removed throughout the entire simulation. One restrition needs to be
added to this method if partiles are being simulated and that is that only
nearest-neighbour spins an exhange their values. This limitation is due
to that no partile should be allowed to travel longer than one lattie site
in one update. In other words, a partile is only allowed to move one step
bakward, forward, left, or right during one update.
When implementing the algorithm the following steps are needed:
1. Pik at random one site on the lattie.
2. Pik at random another site on the lattie.
3. Make a trial onguration where the two sites have exhanged their
values.
4. Calulate the hange in energy, ∆E, between the urrent onguration
and the new trial onguration.
5. Depending on the hange in energy, ∆E, aept or rejet the new trial
onguration.
6. Finally, update quantities, suh as internal energy, if needed.
2.6 Hoshen-Kopelman luster labeling algorithm
The Hoshen-Kopelman luster labelling algorithm [38℄ is quite simple, yet not
too obvious a method of nding lusters in, for example, an Ising simulation.
The algorithm labels all the lusters with an inreasing number for eah
newly found luster during one san over the lattie.
The algorithm starts from the lower left orner and then moves from left to
right on that row. When it reahes the end of a row it ontinues on the
row above starting from the left edge. When the algorithm starts on the
rst row it only heks for spins with si,1 = −1, i.e. partiles, that have a
neighbour to the left. The rst spin with si,1 = −1 it nds on the rst row
is given the label 1. If this spin has a neighbour to the right, also with spin
si+1,1 = −1, then this spin is also given the label 1. If it later nds a spin
without a neighbour, then this spin is assigned a dierent label. The new
label is the one added to the most reently used label. When the algorithm
has reahed the end of the rst row it ontinues to the row above. This time
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it heks also the spins below and to the left. And in the same way as before,
it assigns a label to this spin based on the labels the neighbouring spins have.
A small problem will arise when the algorithm enounters a spin that has
two neighbours. To solve this problem an array alled np is introdued. If,
for example, labels 1 through 5 have been used up to this point during the
run of the algorithm then the array will be as follows:
np(1) np(2) np(3) np(4) np(5)
1 2 3 4 5
A proper label is a new onept that is introdued using this np array. If
a spin has a proper label, it means that when one inserts the spin labels
into the np array then the same number is returned from the array. The np
array's main task is to link lusters together. For example, if two lusters
having dierent labels meet at some point, then the np array is altered so
that it returns the smaller of the two luster labels, this way linking the two
lusters together. In the following np array lusters 4 and 5 have merged.
np(1) np(2) np(3) np(4) np(5)
1 2 3 4 4
When the algorithm reahes a point where it nds a spin with two neighbours,
it rst heks if the two neighbours' labels are dierent. If they are the same,
the spin is given the same label. If they dier, it determines the proper labels
of the two spins using the np array. Then it assigns the lower proper label
to the spin and sets np of the higher proper label to return the lower proper
label. If a spin has only one neighbour, then just as on the rst row, the
spin is given the same label as the neighbour and no hanges are made in the
np array. When the algorithm has nished a pass through the array it does
a seond pass, where it replaes all improper labels with the orresponding
proper ones. The end result is an array, with the same size as the one passed
to this algorithm, where all the lusters have been labelled with dierent
numbers.
2.7 The nite size saling method
The nite size saling method is a way of obtaining ritial exponents by
observing how systems of varying sizes behave [33, 39, 40, 41℄. For example
in the ase of studying magneti suseptibility an estimate of the ritial
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temperature, an also be obtained using the nite size saling method. In
our ase where we will be studying the probability for the droplet to split
during the simulation as a funtion of the eld parameter, we will obtain an
estimate of the ritial eld for when the probability to split will be 50%.
By rst dening a new dimensionless funtion χ˜ (x) = x−γχ0 (x
ν), we get for
the magneti suseptibility
χ˜
(
L1/νt
)
= L−γ/νχL (t) . (2.17)
Here χ˜ has been derived for the magneti suseptibility in an Ising model.
The exponent γ is and exponent that ontrols the singularity in the magneti
suseptibility and ν the orrelation length for the Ising system.
The saling funtion is the same for all systems; therefore we an expet that
the estimates will fall on eah other when we nd the orret values of the
ritial parameters, γ and ν.
2.8 Random number generator
For generating the random numbers needed to run the simulations presented
in this thesis we have used the random number generator known as the
Mersenne Twister [42℄.
The Mersenne Twister is well suited for simulational purposes due to its
extremely large period (it was designed to have a period of 219937−1). It has
a high order of dimensional equidistribution (the dimensionality is 623, whih
basially means that the orrelation between suessive random numbers is
almost negligible), it is very fast and has passed numerous tests for statistial
randomness, inluding the Diehard tests [42℄.
Chapter 3
Results
Results from simulations will be presented and disussed in this hapter.
Many of the results rely on studying the entre-of-mass motion of droplets
and looking at their modes of movement. The modes of movement are either
alulated when the droplet is on a surfae or travelling over a surfae edge.
A surfae, sometimes also alled a step, is an area where a single partile an
move around without hanging its energy. A step edge, or surfae edge, will
ause an energy hange when a partile travels over it.
The physis of the motion of the droplet and the phenomena driving the
droplet forward were studied using mainly one and two step ongurations.
In the one step ongurations the main goal was to determine the physis of
the drop transportation over a potential step. The ongurations of highest
interest were ones where the droplet was plaed right at the step (distane
from step was zero partile lengths), symmetrially plaed over the step,
and where the droplet was moved away from the step with intervals of even
distane. Later simulations ontaining multiple steps were studied.
In one set of simulations the step was even removed altogether. The purpose
of removing the step was to learn how the diusion of the droplet saled as
a funtion of the droplet size.
Later, runs were made using the Metropolis method, so that a ompari-
son between that and the N -fold way ould me made. The results these two
methods yielded were then veried and indeed found similar. The biggest ob-
served dierene between the two methods was that the Monte Carlo method
was muh slower than the N -fold way at very low temperatures. This is as
expeted from the dierenes of the time- and event-driven algorithms, see
Setions 2.3 and 2.4.
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The droplet motion was typially analysed through observations of entre-
of-mass motion and separate modes of motion in time.
The entre of mass motion was alulated using all the available partiles
in the simulation or by only using the partiles that belong to the largest
droplet. The partiles belonging to the largest droplet were identied by
using the Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm desribed in Setion 2.6. However, in
the simulations typially traking the entre of mass motion of all partiles
was usually suient.
The other way used to haraterise the droplet dynamis was observing
"modes". Modes were dened to be the dierent ways in whih a single
partile an move. In total six dierent modes were identied. They were
plotted as funtions of time during the entire simulation. Modes an be las-
sied aording to how many partiles surround the initial and nal loations
of the partile that was moved. Data for these modes were olleted for any
partile that moved over a step edge. Later the algorithm for identifying the
dierent modes was modied so that modes present on a step ould also be
studied. Even though modes an now be olleted and studied when partiles
move either on top of a step or over a step edge, it is still more interesting
to study the ase when partiles move over a step edge, sine it reveals the
most dominant mehanisms in step rossing.
The width of the droplet was muh smaller than that of the substrate in most
of the early simulations. Later the substrate width was hanged so that it
was equal to the width of the droplet thus reating a periodially onneted
droplet. When the drop is as wide as the substrate, it will have to move
down the steps using dierent mehanisms than if it was on a muh wider
substrate.
In simulations where the initial loation of the droplet was very lose to the
edge of the rst step, there were some very large dierenes in the modes
aording to whether the partiles moved down the rst or the seond step.
The time it takes for the droplet to nd the rst step is dependent on the
distane from the rst step edge.
To validate the implemented dynamis, we rst simulated a droplet that
moved on a substrate with no steps. As expeted, the droplet moves by ol-
letive diusion. The ongurations obtained from simulations with no steps
were later used as equilibrated initial ongurations on stepped surfaes.
In the next subsetion we desribe the simulations whih were performed to
determine the droplet's entre-of-mass motion dependene on the number of
steps, or potential drops on the surfae, and also to see how the size of the
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droplet inuenes the mehanisms that are driving it forward over the steps
on the surfae.
3.1 Single-partile proesses driving the droplet
forward over a step
The best way of studying how the droplet is moving over a step edge is by
looking at how single partiles are moving on the substrate. A similar method
to what we are using here was desribed by T. D. Blake et al. in [43℄, where
they looked at veloity distributions inside droplets using moleular dynamis
simulations. Here we will take a loser look at what kind of partiular moves
our when the droplet is transloating on the lattie. In total six dierent
moves, or modes, an be identied by heking the number of neighbours
present around a moving partile's initial and nal loation. The modes are
denoted as:
1. all ↔ all
Three neighbouring sites are lled around both the nal and initial
loation of the partile.
2. all ↔ one or more
All neighbouring sites are lled around the loation where the partile is
leaving from and one or two neighbouring partiles are present around
the nal loation.
3. all ↔ none
The initial site is surrounded by three neighbours and the nal site has
no neighbours.
4. one or more ↔ one or more
There is one or two neighbours around the site the partile leaves from
and either one or two neighbours around its nal loation.
5. one or more ↔ none
Either one or two partiles are neighbouring the initial partile loation
and no partile is neighbouring its nal loation.
6. none ↔ none
There are no neighbours neither around the partiles initial loation
nor around its nal loation.
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When quantifying the dierent types of moves, or modes, of the droplet mo-
tion, the partiles moving in the diretion of dereasing potential are ounted
umulatively as a funtion of time. If a partile's move over a step edge in-
reases the systems energy then the modes are dereased.
The way of studying the proesses, as desribed above, were at rst only
meant to be used at the edge between two potential surfaes with dierent
eld parameters. The modes on top of onstant potential surfaes depend on
the number of partiles on the surfae in question. The more partiles there
are on a surfae, the greater will the modes be when they are alulated from
this surfae. A normalisation is needed so that modes from dierent surfaes
are omparable to eah other. It was deided to study the ow of partiles on
surfaes, so basially the time derivatives of dierent modes were alulated.
The problem when looking at the modes by studying their veloities, or
derivatives of the umulants, is that they are dependent on the number of
partiles on the surfae. In its initial position the droplet is ompletely
on a surfae and in time will slowly move away from this surfae. As the
droplet leaves the surfae the modes will diminish toward zero. The potential
dierene between the onstant potential surfaes will have a diret inuene
on the veloity of the mode being studied.
The solution to this problem was to normalise the modes. The modes were
normalised so that their amplitude would be at most equal to one and also
so that they would give a measure of how signiant a spei mode is in
omparison to the rest of the modes at a ertain step and time, t.
The normalisation of the modes was done by summing up the absolute values
of all modes and then dividing the individual modes with this sum as an be
seen in Eq. (3.1). The result is that the modes will now have a value between
minus one and one. This made it possible to ompare how signiant a role
a single mode has ompared to other modes.
Mnorm,i (t) =
Mi (t)∑6
i=1 |Mi (t)|
. (3.1)
Data was olleted from two systems, one with ve and one with 21 steps,
the data for the modes on the steps was then normalised and analysed. The
observed dierene between the modes on dierent steps is that on the rst
steps the modes for the all ↔ all and none ↔ none are very similar. But
as the step number grows the dierene between these two modes will grow.
A possible explanation for this is that none ↔ none moves will always be
present on every step while all ↔ all moves will only our when the droplet
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is rossing the terrae edge in question. It is only natural that the last step
shows a higher amount of all ↔ all moves sine in its starting onguration
all steps are loated underneath the drop. As the droplet is moving over the
steps it spends the most time on the last step and the least time on the rst
step. Therefore, a dierene is seen in the modes diretly reeting the time
spent on a spei step.
In Fig. 3.1 the modes for the fourth step in a simulation with a total of 22
dierent onstant-potential surfaes, or 21 potential drops are shown. The
mode graphs for the rst three steps are not shown sine they show very
random mode behaviour. The mode graphs for the rst step are naturally
negleted sine the droplet never atually is on the rst step. The ongura-
tion is hosen so that when the droplet is in its initial onguration all steps,
exept the rst and the last, are under it. That means the rst step edge is
where the droplet starts and the last step edge is where it ends.
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Figure 3.1: Normalised mode graphs, Mnorm, as a funtion of time, t, for the
fourth step in a simulation with 22 dierent potential surfaes.
In Fig. 3.1 the graphs for the all ↔ all and the none ↔ none normalised
modes are nearly idential, but when omparing these modes to the same
modes on the last step in the same simulation the situation is slightly dier-
ent, as an be seen in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Normalised mode graphs, Mnorm, as a funtion of time, t, for the
last step in a simulation with 22 dierent potential surfaes.
In Fig. 3.2 there is a lear dierene between the two modes. The all ↔ all
mode is learly more signiant than the none ↔ none mode. The droplet
is still being driven forward by the eld when it is on the fourth step. As long
as it is being driven forward it has a narrower shape, whih enables individual
partiles to freely move up and down over the steps. The droplet spreads as
it reahes the last step and no potential is pulling it forward anymore. As
its width grows it hinders the motion of randomly diusing partiles. Hene,
the none ↔ none mode will grow smaller. There is no step edge that an
rip partiles away from the droplet when the drop has reahed the nal step.
There are step edges that an pull partiles away from the droplet as it is
moving over the step edges in the middle of the lattie. Hene, these partiles
ontribute to the magnitude of the none ↔ none mode.
Next we will look at how the droplet's size aets the modes, ounted at the
step edge, as a funtion of the eld parameter. We normalise the modes,
aording to Eq. (3.1), to get a view of how strong a spei mode is in
omparison to the rest of the modes.
We show in Fig. 3.3 the modes as funtions of time for two systems. The
rst system has a droplet of size Lx × Ly = 80 × 80 and the seond of size
Lx × Ly = 160 × 160. The mode values presented in these gures were
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read from the simulations at the moment when the droplet divided into two
droplets.
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Figure 3.3: Normalised modes, Mnorm, as a funtion of the eld, a, for a
system ontaining a droplet of size (a) Lx × Ly = 80 × 80. (b) Lx × Ly =
160× 160.
We see from these gures that the driving proesses are the same, even if
the droplet size is inreased. The all ↔ all mode tends to be more ative
at lower elds. Its signiane drops rapidly as the eld is raised. The none
↔ none mode is in all ases the most ative mode. The none ↔ none
mode, aounts for single partiles moving over the step edge, and is alled
aordingly the diusion mode. In these simulations we are more interested
in studying how partiles onneted to the transloating droplet move.
Worth noting here is what we found when looking at how the modes dier
for dierent sized droplets. We found that at high elds there is another
mode that plays a signiant role in transferring partiles aross the step
edge, namely the one or more ↔ none mode. In Fig. 3.4 the normalised
modes are shown for a system with a droplet of size Lx × Ly = 120 × 120
and eld a=1.6. The droplet used was initially loated at zero distane
from the step edge. The droplet splits into two separate droplets at around
tsplit = 4.3 × 10−4, after this the one or more ↔ none mode inreases
quiker than any other mode. For this mode to be ative there needs to be
one or more neighbouring sites lled around the partile when it is above the
step edge. Below the step edge there may not be any lled sites, this is a
prerequisite for a positive one or more ↔ none move. This is possible, for
example if the partile existed paired with another partile and as it moved
over the step edge the pair would split. Another option is for the partile
to exist in a larger luster of partiles above the step edge and as it moves
over the edge it gets separated from the luster. However, no sign of suh
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Figure 3.4: Normalised modes,
Mnorm, as a funtion of time, t, from
a system with a droplet of size Lx ×
Ly = 120× 120. Field a=1.6.
Figure 3.5: A pair of partiles as ob-
served in a simulation with one step
edge.
lusters were seen in snapshots. Fig. 3.5 shows a magniation of a snapshot
where a partile pair was found. Partile pairs, like the one in Fig. 3.5 are
very short-lived. The higher the temperature, the lower is the probability for
them to stik together.
At the beginning of the simulation we see, in Fig. 3.4, a slight inrease in
the all ↔ all mode and the modes responsible for partiles detahing from
the droplet. The partiles that move over the step edge are unable to move
bak sine the eld is very high, this reating a gap between the droplet and
the step edge. Now the only mehanism able to transfer the partiles over
the step edge is the none ↔ none mode. Hene, it is more ative than the
other modes after the start of the simulation.
3.2 Centre-of-mass veloity dependene on pe-
riodi droplet's side length
In this setion we study a periodi droplet loated over the step edge. By a
periodi droplet we mean one whose width is the same as the width of the
lattie on whih it is simulated on, i.e. Lx = m, or ∆x = 0, see Figs. 3.6 and
3.22. ∆x is the distane from the droplet's edge to the edge of the lattie
when the droplet is in its initial loation. The droplet was made periodi
to eliminate some proesses for the system to serve as a referene model for
droplet transloation.
In the ase where the simulated system ontained only one step, the droplet
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initially loated symmetrially over the step edge. If the simulation ontained
several steps the droplet was plaed between the step edges of the rst and
the last step. These two ongurations are shown in Figs. 3.6 (a) and (b).
The reason for having the droplet start from a position, where the steps lie
under it, was to eliminate the variation due to distane from the step edge. If
the droplet is initially plaed at a nite distane from the step edge then the
time it takes for the droplet to reah the step will dier from one simulation
to another.
The question addressed with these simulations is how the droplet width and
length aets the entre-of-mass veloity and modes.
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Figure 3.6: The setups used in these simulations were all of the type shown in
this piture. The system length n was xed at n = 300, while m, the system
width, was hanged, so that ∆x would stay the same for all simulations in
one set. Later, in Chapter 3.5, dierent values of ∆x were used. A red line
symbolises the loation of a potential step edge.
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By making the droplet periodi the potential subtleties due the initial ong-
uration being not in equilibrium are eliminated. The periodi droplet serves
as a simple referene for gaining understanding on the non-periodi droplet,
to be desribed later.
When keeping the length of the droplet xed and varying only the width, the
intuitive guess is that all droplets should move with the same veloity over
the step. This was onrmed by running several simulations for droplets of
varying widths. In Fig. 3.7 entre of mass positions are plotted as funtions
of time for these systems.
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Figure 3.7: Centre-of-mass positions, ycm, as funtions of time, t, for simula-
tions with periodi droplets of the size (Lx × Ly) 20× 80, 40× 80, 80× 80,
and 320 × 80. The data presented in these plots have been averaged over 5
iterations.
The only droplet that appears to be moving at a veloity dierent from the
rest in Fig. 3.7 is the smallest droplet, whose width Lx = 20. The entre-of-
mass plot of this droplet is not as smooth as for the other droplets, instead in
the individual runs there are regions where the veloity is very lose to zero.
The utuations in the veloity at these regions are explainable by freely
moving partiles that randomly move around, behind and in front of the
droplet. From snapshots of the droplet in a zero veloity stage it was found
that the front and bak edges of the droplet are almost perfetly smooth. This
would indiate that the droplet reahes a onguration where perturbing it
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will require a lot of energy and hene will have a very low probability of
ourring, in other words the droplet is in a loal energy minimum. The
droplet will start moving one enough partiles have broken away from it
and it has again reahed an unstable onguration that an move over the
potential edge more easily. At this point it was heked, whether the preision
of the oating point numbers played any role in this phenomenon where
plateaus appear in the plots for the smallest systems. It was found that when
inreasing the preision the step-like looking behaviour would also derease.
Next, the length was varied while keeping the width onstant. Using the
results from these simulations we were able to verify that our model worked
properly.
There is a very simple relation between the entre-of-mass veloity and the
the length of the droplet that our model is required to produe in order to
work properly. When we simulate a periodi droplet we have a ase where
mass is being transferred over a step edge with a onstant veloity. Varying
the length of the step edge will hange the amount of mass being transferred
over it as a funtion of time.
The entre-of-mass veloity is expeted to obey
vycm ∼
1
Ly
. (3.2)
This is obtained as follows. The entre-of-mass is
vycm =
dycm
dt
=
d
dt
[∑N
i=1 miyi∑N
i=1 mi
]
=
=
d
dt

mLx ∑Lyi=1 yi
mLxLy

 = 1
Ly
d
dt

 Ly∑
i=1
yi

 , (3.3)
so for Eq. (3.2) to hold we must have
d
dt

 Ly∑
i=1
yi

 = C ⇒ Ly∑
i=1
yi ∼ Ct, (3.4)
where C is a onstant.
Eq. (3.4) states that the sum of all partiles y-oordinates will hange linearly
with time. This is exatly what we have, eah update in y-diretion will
hange the entre of mass oordinate linearly.
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The veloities we obtained for 80,100, 120, 140 and 160 partiles long droplets
are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Veloities for periodi droplets of the size Lx × Ly =80 × 80,
80 × 100, 80 × 120, 80 × 140 and 80 × 160. The veloities presented in
this table have been averaged over ve iterations. The eld parameter was
a = 0.1.
veloity Ly = 80 Ly = 100 Ly = 120 Ly = 140 Ly = 160
mean 2562.6 2108.1 1786.0 1485.0 1362.8
std 371.21 284.41 154.68 49.22 150.71
In Fig. 3.8 Eq. (3.2) is tted to the data in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8: Centre-of-mass veloities, vcmy , plotted as funtions of the droplet
length, Ly. The veloity data plotted in graphs is shown in Table 3.1. The
funtion f (x) has the form f (x) ∼ 1/x. Field a = 0.1.
The entre-of-mass veloities of dierent-sized droplets onform with the ex-
peted behaviour quite preisely. This serves as one validation for the imple-
mentation. We heked these results also using the same system at a lower
eld, a = 0.01 instead of a = 0.1, whih was used in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: Data from onsiderably
longer systems added to the graph
in Fig. 3.8. A derease in veloity,
ompared to what is expeted from
the model, is observed at long droplet
lengths.
While studying the veloities of periodi droplets we ame aross an interest-
ing phenomenon that auses the entre-of-mass veloities to diverge from the
assumed vcmy ∼ 1/Ly dependeny. We already know that the only mode that
auses a periodi droplet to move over a step edge is the all ↔ all mode,
i.e. holes inside the droplet moving in the diretion opposite to the droplet
movement. If we reate a very long droplet, we will have the ase where eah
hole an be treated as a random walker that needs to nd the step edge.
The distane |d| a random walker travels in N time-steps obeys |d| ∼ √N .
From this we an understand that the longer the distane is between the
edge of the droplet and the step edge the longer it will take before a hole has
travelled through the droplet to the boundary, whih is diretly reeted in
the droplet transloation.
If the droplet is short we have a linear dependene between the travelled
distane and the required time. In Fig. 3.9 we show the entre-of-mass y-
oordinate for a Ly = 900 long droplet and in Fig. 3.10 we show the same data
as in Fig. 3.8 together with entre-of-mass veloities taken from onsiderably
longer droplets. The funtion f (x) is the same in both gures. In the
latter graph we see how long droplets deviate from the predited model and
transloate slower than what is expeted. Initially, the droplet was plaed
over the step edge.
Later, systems with free droplets will be simulated. Sine we know from the
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simulations that at short times periodi droplets move like a solid ow we
an make the onlusion that any dierenes in the entre-of-mass veloity
between these two types of systems will be due to partiles moving along
edges of the droplet.
3.3 Centre-of-mass veloity saturation for pe-
riodi droplets at inreasing elds
The droplet's size is 80 × 80 and it is initially loated symmetrially over
the step edge, i.e. the same number of partiles are loated above and below
the edge. In these simulations one more potential gradient, or step edge,
is added. As the simulation is initiated, the droplet starts moving over the
edge. Depending on the eld parameter the droplet moves with dierent
veloities as it travels over the step edge. Fig. 3.11 (a) shows entre-of-mass
veloities plotted as a funtion of the eld.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Centre-of-mass veloities in the y-diretion, vcmy , as funtions
of the eld parameter, a, for simulations with periodi droplets of size 80×80.
The veloity is seen to saturate as the eld is inreased. A line was tted
to the data for a ∈ [0.01, 0.1] to show the linear dependene between the
veloity and the eld parameter, a, at low values. (b) The same data plotted
as entre-of-mass position, ycm, versus time, t, graphs for dierent elds, a.
As an be seen from Fig. 3.11 (a), when the eld is raised the entre-of-
mass veloity approahes an upper limit. In Fig. 3.11 (b) we show entre-of-
mass positions, as funtions of time, for the 80× 80 system at dierent eld
values, a. Later in Chapter 3.5, when we talk about how non-periodi and
periodi droplets' entre-of-mass veloity depend on the eld, we will ome
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bak to these results. Later we will introdue a method of inreasing the
droplet veloity beyond this saturation value. To aomplish this, several
steps have to be added. Systems with several steps will be studied further in
Chapter 3.8.
At very low elds we notied that the relation between partile veloity in
y-diretion and the applied eld is linear. In Fig. 3.11 (a) a line is tted to
the data to illustrate the linearity at low eld values.
The only pereivable reason for the veloity saturation of a periodi droplet
at higher elds is the hole movements inside the droplet. At very low elds a
hole, or a partile, has a nite probability of moving in "the wrong" diretion.
(The "wrong" diretion stands for a hole moving down, or orrespondingly, a
partile moving up a step.) This probability is of the order of a hole moving
randomly inside the droplet. As the eld is raised the probability for the holes
to move in the wrong diretion is dereased. The absolute upper limit for
saturation to our in a simulation is when the probability for a hole to move
in the wrong diretion beomes so small that it is no longer representable
using double preision oating point numbers.
To investigate if holes play a signiant role in the droplet's entre-of-mass
veloity dependene on the eld parameter, we simulated two systems and
reorded the number of partiles moving in the two available diretions over
a step. The number of partiles having moved over the step edge (in the
positive diretion) is shown in Table 3.2 as a funtion of time. A similar
table an be made for the partiles going in the opposite diretion though it
was hosen only to show one of the two ases due to their great similarity.
In the end of the simulations the net ow diers only on the order of the
number of partiles in the droplet, in this ase 1600.
Table 3.2: The number of partiles that move inside the droplet up the step
edge (in the "wrong" diretion) has been reorded for one system at two
dierent eld values. ∆n/∆t is is the frequeny at whih holes move over
the edge.
a = 0.0125 a = 0.4
∆n/∆t 1.2× 106 1.4× 105
There are dramatially more partiles owing up the step edge in the ase
where a = 0.0125 sine the probability for a partile to go bak up the step
edge is lose to the probability of a partile randomly moving around. As
the eld parameter is raised, the number of partiles moving over this edge
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is dereased, dramatially as an be seen in Table 3.2. This is due to the
signiant derease of the probability for a partile to move up the step
edge. The simulation at the higher eld ran a muh shorter time due to this
phenomenon, hene the muh shorter line in this graph.
The time it will take for a partile to move up over a step edge an be shown
to be linearly dependent on the eld parameter.
We nd from Eq. (2.16) in Setion 2.4 how to alulate the time for individual
updates in the simulation.
If we want to alulate how long a spei update, ausing the system to
hange energy ∆Ek, will take, we have to use
∆t = − τ
Ql
lnP (t),
where Ql is as desribed in Eq. (2.15). The probability for the system to go
through a hange inreasing its energy with ∆El is alulated from Eq. (2.12).
When a partile moves up a step it will inrease the systems energy, ∆El.
By inserting Eq. (2.12), for the ase of ∆El > 0, into Eq. (3.3) we get
∆t =
τ
Ql
∆El
kBT
.
We know the Hamiltonian for the system from Eq. (2.1). The energy hange
is linearly dependent on the eld parameter, ∆E ∼ a, if the only hange
to the system is a partile moving up a step. In other words, partiles will
easily move over the step edge in the diretion whih dereases the system's
total energy, but the higher the eld, the longer will it take for them to move
in the opposite diretion. Movement in both diretions take plae until the
probability is small enough to no longer ause a signiant ow of partiles,
resulting in saturation of the entre-of-mass veloity. Sine the dynamis
inside the droplet is ruial for periodi droplets, the eld dependene of this
dynamis determines the droplet motion.
Finally, we show mode graphs of periodi systems for later referene.
Fig. 3.12 shows modes for a typial periodi droplet. The data for the modes
in this gure are olleted by ounting how many partiles move over a step
edge and identifying the modes they belong to. For periodi droplets there
obviously is only one mode that is signiantly larger than the rest, namely
the all ↔ all mode. The predominane of the all ↔ all mode in the periodi
droplet is the reason for using it to investigate dynamis taking plae inside
the droplet, see disussion above.
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Figure 3.12: Modes, M , are plotted are a funtion of time, t. The data for
this graph was olleted by ounting how many partiles belonging to eah
mode moves over a step edge. The modes shown here were taken from a
system with a 80× 80 large droplet at eld a = 0.1.
However, the all ↔ all mode is not the only mode ative in a periodi
droplet. There are also one or more ↔ one or more and one or more
↔ none moves taking plae. Both of these modes take plae at the bak and
front edge of the droplet. For a hole to be reated a partile has to break o
from the edge of the droplet.
As the eld is lowered in a periodi simulation we will obtain mode graphs
very similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3.12.
3.4 Cross-over from periodi to free droplet mo-
tion when inreasing substrate width
In order to validate our model for simulating droplet dynamis and to in-
vestigate hole dynamis inside the droplet we have been looking at droplets
in periodi systems up to this hapter. The true interest, of ourse, lies in
the haraterisation of the dynamis of an unonstrained, or non-periodi
droplet, whih we shall all free. In Fig. 3.13 we show an image of a typial
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setup for a non-periodi system.
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Figure 3.13: A setup for a non-periodi system. The distane from the edge
of the lattie to the edge of the droplet in x-diretion is denoted by ∆x, and
from the lower edge to the step edge be ∆y.
By studying a droplet of onstant size in various elds we determined how
the entre-of-mass veloity for the droplet depends on the eld. However,
rst we look briey at how the distane from the droplet boundary, to the
edge of the lattie, ∆x, aets the entre-of-mass veloity. The free droplets
in these simulation are all nonequilibrated. The simulated droplet motion
starting from an equilibrated and a nonequilibrated onguration, were found
idential, as will be desribed in Chapter 3.8.
It was mentioned in the previous hapter that periodi droplets of onstant
length will move over a step with the same veloity regardless of the width
of the system. The results from simulations of periodi droplets no longer
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hold when the width of a nonperiodi system is varied. It was found that
the entre-of-mass veloity is dependent on the droplet width, Lx, in a non
periodi system. These results were obtained from a simulation with one
step when using a nonperiodi droplet.
Next, two new ases of this phenomenon are going to be disussed and anal-
ysed. In the rst ase the distane between the droplet boundary and the
substrate edge was gradually inreased from ∆x = 5 to ∆x = 200. It was
found at ∆x > 100 the droplet motion is not aeted by the substrate edge.
In Fig. 3.14 the entre-of-mass veloities, vcmy , are plotted as funtions of
droplet width, Lx. In this gure droplets plaed at varying distanes from
the edge of the lattie are ompared. All the droplets were initially loated
over the step edge.
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Figure 3.14: Droplet veloity in y-diretion, vcmy , is plotted as a funtion of
droplet width, Lx. Droplet length is xed at Ly = 80. Various substrate
widths, ∆x are ompared. For the narrowest substrate, ∆x = 1, we in
pratise have a periodi system.
The droplet for whih ∆x = 1 resides on a substrate that is only two partile
lengths wider than the droplet itself. So, in pratise it is a periodi droplet.
Comparing the plot where ∆x = 100 to the one where ∆x = 200 show no
hange in the droplet veloity within the statistial error. This gives an
estimate for the distane individual partiles or partile pairs may travel in
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the diretion aligned with the step edge before being driven onto the lower
step. For ∆x = 1, one droplet, namely the most narrow one, for whih
Lx = 20, has a slightly lower veloity than the other droplets. This was found
to be due to an artifat that ours when simulating very narrow droplets in
periodi systems. This unphysial behaviour was found to derease when the
oating point number preision was raised. The preision used throughout
all the simulations was double preision but long double was used for testing
the theory that the dierene in veloities omes from a lak of numerial
preision. Due to the dramati inrease in the needed simulation time it was
deided to ontinue using double preision oating point numbers. However,
to avoid artifats like this, it was deided not to use droplets of this length
sale, 20, or smaller.
Another observation an also be made from Fig. 3.14. When ∆x is large, a
smaller droplet moves faster over the steps.
From these simulations we know that having a gap of at least ∆x = 100 is
enough. In other words, this is the distane at whih there is a signiant
amount of individual partiles or very small lusters, typially of the size two,
rossing the step edge.
3.5 Variation of the entre-of-mass veloity with
varying low eld
Having determined the minimum distane between the droplet and the sub-
strate edge to have droplet motion free from boundary eets, we turn our
attention to how the eld aets the entre-of-mass veloity of periodi and
free droplets.
If one simplistily assumes that the olletive motion of an undeformed
droplet is determined by transfer rates dedued from transfer rates of in-
dividual partiles, one ould hope for the entre-of-mass veloity to have a
form vcmi ∼ ekai , where ai is the eld parameter and k is a onstant. The
above equation is obtained by assuming that the veloity when a partile
moves over a step, is proportional to the transition probabilities of the indi-
vidual partiles inside droplet, W ∼ e−∆E/kBT . If there is a hange in the
eld parameter then
W
W0
∼ e−∆E/kBT
e−∆E0/kBT
≈ ek∆a = A. Here A is assumed to be
proportional to the droplet veloity and k is a system independent onstant.
Aordingly, between two dierent simulations, indexed i and i+1, it should
hold that vcmi+1/v
cm
i = e
k(ai+1−ai)
.
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This relation was veried by running simulations on one system with eld
parameters ai = (i+1)·0.0025, see Table 3.3. The data in Table 3.3 was taken
from simulations of a free droplet onsisting of 80×80 partiles. The veloity
data for the droplets at varying elds have been measured in the beginning
of the simulations and averaged over ve iterations. As the eld parameters
ai+1 and ai are raised the orresponding k values ki tend to derease, so
obviously either there is a physial reason for this k or the exponential form
does not desribe the transloation dynamis of the droplet partiles.
Table 3.3: k values for the dependene vcmi+1/v
cm
i = e
k(ai+1−ai)
.
k1 k2 k3 k4
free droplet 71.32 69.82 37.89 35.97
periodi droplet 70.97 54.79 88.20 30.21
In Fig. 3.15 the entre-of-mass veloities vcmy for both free and periodi
droplets are plotted as funtions of the eld a. vcmy is seen to depend roughly
linearly on a. Sine kai is of the order of 1 even for the weakest elds, the
Taylor expansion vcmi = e
kai ≈ 1 + kai +
[
1
2
(kai)
2 + . . .
]
annot explain this
dependene.
Comparing the free droplet motion to that of the periodi droplet, one sees
that the linear dependene oming from the ow of the droplet as a ontin-
uous mass, evident from the entre-of-mass movement of periodi droplets,
also dominates the ballisti motion of the free droplet, even though there is a
substantial ontribution from driven diusion of individual partiles outside
of the free droplet. The eld dependene in the periodi droplet has to ome
entirely from the hole movement, see Setion 3.3. Due to the similarity of the
eld dependene of the periodi and free droplets the hole dynamis inside
the droplet has to play a signiant role also in the ase of free droplets.
This observation will be further onrmed when investigating droplet mo-
tion over multiple steps, see Setion 3.8. When raising the eld we derease
the probability for holes to move in the diretion where they inrease their
energy. We observe saturation of the droplet's entre-of-mass veloity when
holes are no longer able to move in this "wrong" diretion to aommodate
more partiles on the lower step. The eld dependene of the droplet veloity
at higher elds will be dealt with in the next setion investigating transition
between diusive and ballisti motion.
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Figure 3.15: Centre-of-mass veloities, vcmy , plotted as funtions of eld pa-
rameter, a. The slope, k, for the tted lines orresponding to the free droplet
is k ≈ 2480. The slope for the periodi droplet is k ≈ 1080.
3.6 Regimes of ballisti and diusive motion
This setion disusses how various droplet sizes, magnitude of eld, and
number of steps aet the outome of the simulation and also why these
results are observed. Some onerns about the used setup in the initial
simulations will be raised and a motivation for why the systems studied later
in this setion diers from these systems will be given.
The results desribed here were generated by simulations with one step and
a 40× 40 or 80× 80 droplet. The starting loation for the droplet is on the
onstant potential surfae above the rst step. The initial distane to the
step edge was xed to one partile length. The distane from the droplet
to the substrate sides in x-diretion, ∆x, was kept onstant at 110 lattie
intervals, or partile lengths. A sample setup is shown in Fig. 3.13. ∆y has
usually been on the sale of a few lattie sites, i.e. ∆y = 1 or ∆y = 2.
As the eld is raised it was observed that the veloity, with whih the droplet
moves, inreases until the eld gets high enough for the droplet to start break-
ing up into two (or more) droplets. The most ommon droplet behaviour for
elds that are very high is that two droplets are formed from the original. A
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Table 3.4: Centre-of-mass veloities for 40 × 40 and 80 × 80 droplets. The
veloities are shown for various eld parameters.
Droplet size a = 0.02 a = 0.04 a = 0.2 a = 0.8
40x40 2657.8 5369.3 27903.3 52418.2
80x80 1247.9 2428.8 11442.2 16416.8
new droplet appears somewhere on the lower step while another will be in the
original droplet position. In a simulation where the droplet ows smoothly
over the step edge partiles are onstantly moving up and down over the step
edge but the net ow of partiles is in the diretion in whih the individual
partiles experiene a smaller energy. At a ritial eld value it gets ener-
getially more favourable for the droplet to divide into several droplets and
move through driven diusion of single partiles to the lower step.
In Fig. 3.16 entre-of-mass veloities, in y-diretion, are shown as funtions
of the eld parameter. When the eld parameter is raised the entre of
mass veloity for the droplet will saturate. When the entre of mass veloity
is beginning to saturate the droplet starts to move over the step, not as a
single droplet but through individual partiles that have broken free from it
on the step with higher potential. These partiles are then olleted on the
lower step, where they start forming a new droplet. The absolute limit for
when saturation ours is when the probability of a partile that is moving
up a step, in other words inreasing its energy, gets smaller than what is
representable using oating point numbers.
When the size of the droplet is inreased, the entre of mass veloity will
normally derease, sine more partiles have to be moved over the step edge.
In Table 3.4 are entre-of-mass veloities shown for both the 40× 40 and the
80× 80 system in Fig. 3.16.
The entre-of-mass veloity inreases linearly with the eld parameter at low
values, vcmy (a) ∼ a. In this ase only elds a = 0.02, a = 0.04 and a = 0.2
are well desribed by the linear dependene. The highest eld, a = 0.8 is
lose to the saturation limit, i.e. droplet breakage, and does not fall into the
linear regime.
Next, we will look at how the temperature and eld aets the motion of
the free droplet. When the temperature is inreased, the droplet will move
faster over the step edge, sine partiles now have a greater probability of
breaking away from the droplet and moving over the step edge. At very low
temperatures very little motion is observed sine individual partiles have a
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Figure 3.16: Centre-of-mass veloities in y-diretion, vcmy , shown as funtions
of the eld parameter, a. As the eld is inreased the veloity at whih the
droplet moves is inreasing. When the eld reahes a ertain value the droplet
will start breaking up into several smaller droplets. Two lines have been tted
to the lowest eld values to illustrate the linear dependene between vcmy and
the eld, a. ∆x is set to be ∆x = 110.
low probability to break loose from the droplet and the droplet tends to stay
at the same position throughout the simulation. The opposite happens at
high temperatures. As the temperature is raised the probability of partiles
leaving the droplet gets higher and, if the temperature is raised further the
droplet will eventually evaporate.
A short investigation of how eld or step height and surfae length aet
the outome of the simulation was onduted. The setup onsisted of two
potential drops. The middle step's length was the varied parameter. It
was found that as the eld is raised it beomes more likely that the droplet
will start moving through diusion. The longest step length was hosen to
be l = 60. The length of the droplet was Ly = 60 and width Lx = 180.
The droplet loated initially very lose to the step edge, thus removing the
problem of the droplet nding the step edge. The results from these runs are
presented in Table 3.5.
From the results in Table 3.5 it was onluded that to be ertain to have
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Table 3.5: Table indiating diusive, D, and ow, F, motion of a droplet
down the steps. The data have been taken from the simulations where the
step length and height were varied. a stands for the hange in eld per step
parameter. Temperature was T = 0.6.
surfae a = a = a = a = a = a = a = a = a = a = a =
length 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15
5 F F F F F F F F D D D
10 F F F F F F F F D D D
15 F F F F F F F F D D D
20 F F F F F F F D D D D
25 F F F F F F F D D D D
30 F F F F F F F D D D D
35 F F F F F F F F D D D
40 F F F F F F D D D D D
45 F F F F F F F D D D D
50 F F F F D F F F D D D
55 F F F F F F F F D D D
60 F D D D D D D D D D D
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Table 3.6: Table similar to Table 3.5 but here the temperature has been
raised to T = 1.0.
step a = a = a = a = a = a =
length 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10
5 D D D D D D
10 D D D D D D
15 F D D D D D
20 F F D D D D
25 D D D D D D
30 F D D D D D
35 F D D D D D
40 F F D D D D
45 F F D D D D
50 F F D D D D
55 F F D D D D
60 D D D D D D
a system where the droplet ows down the step the step height, or eld
parameter, should be lower than a = 0.1 or even lower than a = 0.09.
This ritial a-value, above whih individual partiles move by diusion and
below whih the droplet ows, is temperature dependent. This an be seen
when omparing Table 3.5 with Table 3.6. As temperature is raised further,
partiles are able to break loose from the droplet, and as the eld is raised,
it will be less and less probable for these partiles to move bak up the step.
Therefore to see the eet of an inreased temperature on these results, some
of the above simulations were run at a higher temperature.
As an be seen in Table 3.6, a slight inrease in temperature will dramatially
hange the behaviour of the systems. If there is a need to run simulations at
a higher temperature the eld parameter should aordingly be lowered to
avoid a diusive system.
Summarising the observed behaviour, one an say that, to get the droplet to
move as a single droplet then the temperature, eld and droplet size must be
in harmony. If the temperature is too high the droplet will evaporate. If it
is too low then the event probability gets too low. When the eld parameter
is inreased, single partiles will tend to move over the step edge in one
diretion only and thus the droplet will start breaking up. A seond droplet
will form on the lower step, indiating the partiles have diused over the
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step edge. On the other hand, if the eld is too low then the droplet will
move very slowly over the step edge. The size of the droplet aets the time
it takes for it to move over the step edge. The time it takes for a droplet to
ow over a step edge will inrease with droplet size.
One the basi mehanisms about how the parameters aet the droplet
dynamis were understood the temperature was xed to T = 0.8 in units per
kb. The drop was initially loated symmetrially over the step edge.
The temperature T = 0.8 is low enough for a droplet to ow as a single
unity over the step edge at most elds. When inreasing the temperature
the droplet will ow faster over the step edge, thus saving omputation time,
but also inreasing the risk of having the droplet evaporate. At lower temper-
atures it turned out that simulations tend to suer from insuient preision
in the used double-preision oating point numbers. The probability of a par-
tile for ompletely leaving the droplet was smaller than the preision of the
above mentioned oating point numbers. The result of inreasing the prei-
sion was then observed as a derease in errors. The error, whih revealed itself
in entre-of-mass graphs as step-like looking parts, where the y-oordinate
remained onstant, was learly dereased when using higher oating point
preision.
In order to eliminate variation in the starting time for transloation over the
step edge, the droplet's entre-of-mass was initially plaed on the step edge
in all simulations. In the ase of multiple steps, the step edges were loated
so that the rst edge was aligned with the bak edge and the last step with
the front edge of the droplet. All other steps would then be equidistantly
plaed under the droplet. Systems with both one step and multiple steps
loated under the droplet in its initial onguration are shown in Fig. 3.6 (a)
and (b).
The droplets studied in this hapter were all symmetri, i.e. the length in
the x-diretion was equal to the width in the y-diretion. Next, the entre
of mass veloity will be studied as a funtion of various droplet side lengths
and the droplet will be plaed on a lattie so that all steps will be under it.
3.7 Droplet motion dependene on step lengths
Previously, in Setion 1.4, it was mentioned that droplet lters might be
onstruted so that they allowed only droplets of ertain size to move large
distanes on a substrate.
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Table 3.7: Measured times for droplets to ompletely transloate to the se-
ond surfae after nding the seond step edge.
step
length, ∆s 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
∆t× 102 0 0 0 0,9 1,82 4,8 - - -
The idea behind these lters is to have at least two step edges, and let
the droplet attempt to move over the step between these two edges. After
having moved over the rst edge, the droplet will not nd the seond within
reasonable time, if the step is too long.
This idea was tested by simulating systems ontaining two step edges and
an equilibrated 80× 80 large droplet. The middle step's length was varied in
the range of 40 to 120 lattie sites.
Table 3.7 shows the times, as funtions of the middle step length, it took for
the droplets to reah the seond step edge one they had passed the rst. The
times are the real times alulated from the probabilities of the made moves.
The time for a move to our is alulated from Eq. (2.16) in Setion 2.4.
The droplet nds the seond step edge immediately in the ase of the three
shortest steps, whereas it never nds it in the ase of the three longest middle-
steps. Due to olletive diusion all droplets eventually nd the seond step
edge. In these simulations this never ourred. The simulations were allowed
to run about ten times longer than what it requires for the droplet to nd
the seond step edge on a step 90 lattie sites long.
In Fig. 3.17 is shown a droplet that did not nd the seond step edge during
a simulation. The droplet is randomly moving around between the steps but
this random motion is very slow. If the droplet is given enough time, it will
eventually nd the lowest step and move over it.
Next in this setion we will have a loser look at the random motion of
the droplet and also at how the individual partiles inside of it move. In
other words, we study the olletive and traer diusion of the droplet. The
olletive diusion desribes how the droplet moves as a whole, whereas the
traer diusion looks at the motion of individual partiles. We expet large
dierenes between the olletive and traer diusion. The droplet moves
very slowly ompared to how many moves are made in a typial simulation,
therefore the traer diusion is expeted to be muh larger than the olletive
diusion.
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Figure 3.17: Droplet in a simulation where it did not nd the seond step
edge. In this ase the distane between the rst and seond step edge was
100 lattie sites. In this piture the eld dereases downward, in other words
the droplet would be moving down. The red lines indiate the step edge
boundaries.
The olletive diusion is alulated from
D =
1
N
N∑
i=1
d2i,x + d
2
i,y
ti − ti−1 , (3.5)
where
~di = ~ri − ~ri−1 is the distane moved between two samples, ~ri is the
entre-of-mass oordinates at time i , ti − ti−1 is the time between the two
outputs i and i− 1 and N is the number of outputs. The traer diusion is
alulated from
D =
1
N
N∑
i=1
d2
τi
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
τi
, (3.6)
where τi is the time needed to move one partile during the i:th update of
the algorithm. In Eq. (3.6) we have d2 = 1 sine any given partile is only
allowed to move to a neighbouring site in either x- or y-diretion.
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In Figs. 3.18 (a) and (b) both the olletive and traer diusion are plotted
for square droplets with side lengths L=20, L=40, L=80 and L=100. The
dierene between these two types of diusion an be seen from the steady
state values. The dierene is on the order ten deades.
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Figure 3.18: (a) Colletive diusion, Dcoll, plotted as funtion time, t. The
system shown here has the size Lx = Ly = 80. (b) Traer diusion, Dtr,
plotted as a funtion of time, t, for various system sizes. The jaggedness
that appear at the same moments of time was heked to be an artifat from
the random number sequene by running one system with a dierent set of
random numbers.
The vastly greater traer diusion values, ompared to the olletive diu-
sion, onrms that the dynamis of partiles inside the droplet is extremely
fast ompared with the olletive droplet motion. The onformational hange
towards equilibrium onguration is seen at short times.
In Fig. 3.19 the logarithms of the diusion onstants are plotted as fun-
tions of the droplet's side length. We see that small droplets move about
onsiderably faster than larger ones, while the traer diusion onstant is
independent of the droplet's size.
In Fig. 3.20 we have plotted the quotient of the traer diusion divided by
the olletive diusion as a funtion of time for the L = 80 system. We see
from these plots that the movement of the individual partiles is onsiderably
greater than the movement of the entire droplet.
In Fig. 3.18 (b) we notie an interesting phenomena. The graphs for the
four systems appears to show the same jaggedness at roughly the same time
values. We assumed this was an artifat from the fat that we are using the
same random number sequenes in these four ases. To hek this a system
of the size L = 20 was rerun using a dierent random number seed, the result
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Figure 3.19: The logarithm of the dif-
fusion onstants, log (D), plotted as a
funtion of the droplets' side length,
L.
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Figure 3.20: The traer diusion
divided by the olletive diusion,
Dtr/Dcoll, plotted as a funtion of
time.
was that the jaggedness no longer appeared in the same loations.
3.8 Centre-of-mass veloity saturation of free
and periodi droplets on a substrate with
multiple steps
We will rst look at how multiple steps aet the motion of the droplet in
periodi and non-periodi systems. After this we will look at how the starting
position in non-periodi systems aets the entre-of-mass veloities.
The systems ompared here ontained droplets of size Lx×Ly = 80×80 and
were simulated at idential elds. The only dierene is that one is periodi
the other is not. The entre-of-mass veloities for the non-periodi and the
periodi systems are shown in Figs. 3.21 (a) and (b).
The entre-of-mass veloities saturate as we inrease the eld for the system
with only one step edge. But when we also inrease the number of steps we
notie we are able to transfer the partiles quiker aross the step edges.
Next we will look at how the droplet's initial loation aets the outome of
the simulation. The system size was 80 × 80 and the droplet was initially
loated on top of the step edge(s). A seond set of simulations, where the
droplet was initially loated on the rst surfae, was also run. The reason
for plaing the droplets like this was to nd the ritial eld value at whih
the droplet breaks up into two or more partitions.
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Figure 3.21: (a) Free droplet entre-of-mass veloities in y-diretion, vcmy ,
plotted as funtions of the total eld dierene, atot, between the rst and
the last surfae. (b) Periodi droplet. We see the same dependene on atot
as in (a), namely, by inreasing the number of steps we are able to transfer
the droplet faster.
At rst, a system with one step was simulated at eld values both below and
well above the eld that was earlier found to ause the droplet to break up as
it moved over the step. Then a system with ve steps was simulated and the
same was heked there, too. In other words, the question addressed with
these simulations is: when does the droplet break up and start moving over
the step diusely and how does adding more steps aet this? Both ases for
initial droplet loations were investigated yielding some interesting results.
It was found that the droplet breaks up at nearly the same total eld dif-
ferene between the rst and the last step for the one and multiple step
ongurations. The droplet was initially on the rst surfae, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.22 (a). The droplet was found to break up at the eld a ≈ 0.16 for
the one step system. For the system with multiple steps it broke up when
the eld hange per step was a ≈ 0.04. The eld at whih the droplet breaks
up was found by looking at snapshots from the simulations.
The observation that atot determines v
cm
y regardless of how many partial elds
it is divided into indiates two things. First, random diusion of holes inside
the droplet is not signiant at those step lengths, and, seondly, that the
droplet's hange in form does not aet transloation signiantly even in the
ase of multiple steps. This is in line with the observation that the droplet
equilibration is slow ompared with its transloation, see Setion 3.5.
The other type of system that was simulated was for a droplet that had all
steps loated underneath it in its initial position, see Fig. 3.22 (b). It was
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Figure 3.22: Systems in their initial ongurations. (a) The droplet is loated
entirely on the rst terrae, or surfae. (b) All step edges are loated under
the droplet. The red lines indiate where the step edges are with respet to
the droplet's initial loation.
found that no matter how high the eld was made, the droplet would not
break up, but the veloity would saturate instead. The saturation eld was
found to be higher than the eld needed to produe single-partile diusion
in systems like the one in Fig. 3.22 (a).
Next, veloities for the latter system, see Fig. 3.22 (b), were ompared. The
sample systems ontained one and ve steps, and it was again found that the
relevant parameter is the total eld between the rst and last step the droplet
omes into ontat with. In this ase, the total eld hange determines how
fast the droplet will move over the steps. In Table 3.8 the veloities from the
four systems are ompared using atot = 0.04 and atot = 0.08. The veloities
at whih the droplets move are very lose to eah other, onrming that at
elds smaller than the value at whih the veloity saturates the total eld
dierene between the rst and the last step determines their veloity.
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For systems with multiple steps, like the one in Fig. 3.22 (b) the rst edge
is negleted when alulating the total eld dierene between the rst and
the last steps. This is due to the initial loation of the droplet. In the initial
onguration the droplet's bak edge is aligned with the rst step edge. One
the simulation is started the droplet will start moving away from the rst
step.
Table 3.8: Veloities for free droplet systems with one and ves steps. The
veloities are measured in the beginning of eah simulation. The systems are
of the same type as the one in Fig. 3.22 (b).
atot = 0.04 atot = 0.08
One step 2390 4680
Five steps 2370 4780
When the eld is raised above the eld for saturation, the droplets will no
longer move with the same veloity. The saturation eld was found to be in
the proximity of a = 0.4 for a system with a non-periodi droplet initially
over the step edges as in Fig. 3.22 (b). Similarly the saturation eld for
the ve-step system was found to be near a = 0.4, where a refers to the
eld-hange per step.
In Fig. 3.23 entre-of-mass veloities are plotted as funtions of eld-hange
per step for non-periodi systems. The graphs in Figs. 3.23 (a) and (b)
were obtained for simulations starting from initial ongurations depited
in Figs. 3.22 (a) and (b), respetively. We see from these graphs that by
introduing more steps we are atually able to inrease the saturation veloity
for both setups. We also tried to nd the ritial eld for when the droplet
splits and starts moving through driven diusion for the system depited in
Fig. 3.22 (b). Surprisingly enough, we found that the droplet never breaks
up.
The entre-of-mass veloity saturation an be explained using the same argu-
ment as in Setion 3.3 for the entre-of-mass saturation for periodi droplets.
In that setion we looked at how raising the eld inuenes the amount of
partiles, and holes, that move over the step edge in a periodi system.
As long as the eld is low, partiles are able to move over the step edge in
both diretions. As we raise the eld we limit the single partile movement
to the upper step one they have reahed the lower step. For systems where
the droplet is loated initially on the upper step this means the individual
partiles will move through diusion to the lower step. In Fig. 3.3 we see
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that the none ↔ none mode beomes the most ative as the eld is raised.
At low elds it is almost as ative as the all ↔ all mode, sine partiles are
able to move over the step edge in both diretions.
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Figure 3.23: Centre-of-mass veloities, vcmy , as funtions of eld per step
edge, a. (a) The initial onguration as depited in Fig. 3.22 (a). (b) The
initial onguration as in Fig. 3.22 (b).
The partile moves that ause the droplet to move over a step edge were
found very similar between the one step edge and the ve step edge ase.
Modes obtained for a system with one step edge and with ve step edges are
shown in Fig. 3.24 (a) and (b). The eld hange per step edge a = 0.06. The
modes for the ve step system were measured over the last step edge.
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Figure 3.24: Modes of movement, M , as funtion of time, t, taken from a
system with (a) one step edge and (b) ve step edges. The modes shown
here were observed on the last step edge. Field hange per step is a = 0.06.
In both ases the dominating modes are all ↔ all and none ↔ none, whih
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orrespond to partiles moving inside the droplet and single partiles moving
outside the droplet. A more thorough disussion of how the modes depend
on the eld is given in Setion 3.1.
A pratial implementation of these results ould be used to overome the
maximum veloity limit of a droplet transloated over a surfae, inherent to
the one-step edge system.
3.9 Centre-of-mass veloity dependene on the
length of the droplet in non-periodi sys-
tems
In Chapter 3.2 we looked at how a periodi droplet's entre-of-mass veloity
depends on its length. Using the data from those simulations we were able
to verify the method we use in these simulations to produe orret results.
In this hapter we will look at how the entre-of-mass veloity depends on
the length of a free droplet and also disuss the observed dierenes.
Systems of sizes 80 × 80, 80 × 100, 80 × 120, 80 × 140, and 80 × 160 were
studied. The veloities, shown in Table 3.9, have been averaged over ve
iterations.
Table 3.9: Veloities for free droplets with sizes (Lx×Ly) 80× 80, 80× 100,
80× 120, 80× 140 and 80× 160. The veloities have been averaged over ve
iterations.
veloity Ly = 80 Ly = 100 Ly = 120 Ly = 140 Ly = 160
mean 7433.8 7042.3 5649.9 5482.1 5024.9
stddev 150.05 189.44 238.94 163.46 189.44
In Fig. 3.25 the veloities are plotted as funtions of the droplets' length.
The funtion f (x) ∼ 1/Ly is tted to the data.
The tted funtion, that was found to desribe the veloity dependene on
droplet length, for periodi droplets, does not work for free droplets. The
dierenes to periodi droplet transloation, Fig. 3.8, omes from the droplet
being able to deform in the x-diretion and moving over the step edge using
modes other than only the all ↔ all mode. The modes that are ative in
a non-periodi system are shown in Fig. 3.26 (a). At lower elds we see an
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Figure 3.25: Centre-of-mass veloities, vcmy , plotted as funtions of the droplet
length, Ly. The veloity data used for this plot is shown in Table 3.9. The
funtion f(x) has the form f(x) ∼ 1/x.
inrease in the modes that stayed lose to zero in Fig. 3.26 (a). The mode
one or more ↔ one or more shows a signiant inrease. A system at
a = 0.01 is shown in Fig. 3.26 (b).
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Figure 3.26: Modes, M , plotted as a funtion of time, t. The data was
olleted by ounting how many partiles belonging to eah mode moves
over a step edge. A non periodi system with a 80× 80 large droplet at (a)
eld a = 0.1. (b) Field a = 0.01.
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3.10 Droplet motion using triangular eld
A triangular eld was used to study whether the droplet veloity ould be
further inreased. The triangle was hosen to open up in the same diretion
as the droplet was moving in. The reason for onstruting the eld this way
was that one the droplet starts moving over the eld it should stik together
at higher elds. This is due to the droplet being squeezed into the tip of the
triangle instead of being evenly pulled over the step as with a straight step
edge.
Fig. 3.27 depits a typial system. Basially, the eld would start from the
middle of the simulation lattie and extend so that the legs of the triangle
have the same oordinates as the two lower orners of the lattie. The droplet
would be plaed sightly on top of the tip of the triangle. As was to be
expeted, the time required for the droplet to nd the tip is even longer than
what is required for it to nd a straight step edge. Due to this the droplet
was plaed slightly on top of the tip.
Before letting the droplets transloate they were equilibrated to avoid ef-
fets from hanges in the droplet form. These hanges are likely to be more
signiant with the triangular than with straight step edges.
The remarkable thing notied in the simulations was that no matter how high
the eld is, the droplet does not break up. Centre-of-mass data for the largest
droplet and all partiles on the simulation lattie are plotted together in the
same graph in Fig. 3.28. Sine the entre-of-mass graphs for simulations
with the same eld fall nearly perfetly on top of eah other it was onluded
that the droplets do not break up and in fat stay as single large droplets
throughout the simulations. This is in dramati ontrast with a straight step
edge system for whih the ritial eld, at whih the droplet starts breaking
up, is lose to a = 0.16.
The observations made above go to show that by simple geometri modia-
tions droplet transloation an be dramatially aeted.
3.11 Metropolis simulations
Some systems have been simulated using the Metropolis method in order
to make a omparison between this traditional method and the N -fold way.
From the results a orretion to the time onstant, τ , an be alulated.
The atual τ value an be used to evaluate how long a simulation utilising the
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Figure 3.27: Typial setup of a system using a triangular eld. The droplet
is plaed so that it overlaps the tip of the triangle, this way the time needed
before the droplet starts moving over the edge is greatly redued.
N -fold way method would have taken, had it been run with the Metropolis
method.
The systems simulated using the Metropolis method have been quite limited
in size due to the time needed to simulate systems at low temperatures. A
system simulated using the N -fold way method was normally of the size of
several hundreds of partiles long and wide. The temperature used in all N -
fold way and Metropolis simulations was xed to T = 1.0. The temperature
was T = 0.8 in previous simulations using the N -fold way methods, but here
it was raised to T = 1.0 to speed up the droplet dynamis in the Metropolis
simulation. The size of the droplet is also limited to only Lx×Ly = 60× 60.
Only the part of the entre-of-mass graphs where the droplet moves ballisti-
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Figure 3.28: Centre-of-mass data, ycm, as a funtion of time, t, alulated
using all partiles. Only those in the largest droplet are plotted in the same
graph. Data for the largest droplet have been obtained using the Hoshen-
Kopelman algorithm desribed in Setion 2.6. In Fig. 3.29 there is a loser
look at the two graphs at the lowest eld, a = 0.01.
ally has been used when alulating the orretion to τ used in the N -fold
way method.
The eld parameters were a = 0.2, a = 0.4, a = 0.6, and a = 0.8. The
orretions to τ obtained from these systems are shown in Table 3.10.
The τ value used in all simulations was xed to τ = 10−10. Fatoring in the
orretion, τc, we obtain the τN-fold value that will make the N -fold simula-
tions produe measurables on a time sale similar to what a orresponding
Metropolis simulation would have produed.
Table 3.10: Corretions to the time onstant, τ , in the N -fold way method
obtained from omparing Metropolis to N -fold way simulations.
Field, a 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
τc 2.3× 1010 2.4× 1010 2.0× 1010 2.2× 1010
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Figure 3.29: A loser look at the entre-of-mass data, ycm, as a funtion of
time, t, obtained from the simulation at the lowest eld, a = 0.01. Here it an
be seen how the two data sets fall on top of eah other. The data set that
only ontains data from the largest droplet appears to be muh smoother
than the other. This is due to partiles being tightly bound to the droplet
whereas in the other ase there might be free partiles moving around on the
simulated lattie.
As a omparison, shown in Fig. 3.30 there are two systems, one simulated
using the Metropolis method and one using the N -fold way method. The N -
fold way data have been saled using the orretion oeients found from
the previous simulations. These two methods for simulating Ising systems,
shown in Fig. 3.30, produe similar results. The data in this gure have
been olleted from the system's largest droplet using the Hoshen-Koppelman
method, desribed in Setion 2.6.
The time data from the Metropolis method was measured in numbers of
Monte Carlo time steps. One Monte Carlo time step orresponds to N up-
dates of the algorithm. N = Lx × Ly is the total number of lattie sites on
the lattie. In summary, the orrespondene between N-fold and Metropolis
time is reasonably good showing slight eld dependene.
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Figure 3.30: The same system has been simulated using both the Metropolis
and the N -fold way method. The entre-of-mass data, ycm, from the N -fold
way method have been saled to produe the same time, t, dependen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the data from the Metropolis method.
3.12 Finite size saling analysis
In this setion we will look at how the dierent system sizes depend on
the eld parameter and the size of droplet. Our objetive is to investigate
universal features in the ballisti and diusive transport over a step edge.
To do this we develop a method to alulate the probability of a droplet to
break as it translates over a step edge. We will then attempt to ahieve a
data ollapse for all systems sizes one we know how the probability for a
spei system depends on the droplet size.
The triky part in our system is that it is anisotropi, whih in our ase is
due to the driving eld ating dierently in the x- and y-diretions This, in
turn, is reeted e.g. on the form and dynamis of the droplet. There have
been studies of anisotropi systems in the past [44, 45℄.
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3.12.1 Order parameter for nite size saling
Initially we wanted to base our nite-size saling analysis on the behaviour
of the modes of the system alulated at a step-edge.
In Fig. 3.26 we ompared the same droplet simulated at dierent elds. We
see here that dierent modes are ative at high and low elds. As soon as the
droplet breaks up only one mode is ative, namely the none ↔ none mode.
Hene, we used the assumption that at low elds the ballisti and diusive
modes will be of similar magnitude while at higher elds the diusive mode
will dominate. We alulated the probability for the droplet to stay together
from
Π ∼ Mballistic
Mballistic +Mdiffusive
.
We found that the probabilities obtained using this method did not dier
muh from eah other, regardless of whether the droplet stayed together or
not. Therefore another method for alulating the probability for splitting
was needed.
The seond method we tried is based entirely on the geometry of the system.
We alulate the time when the droplet splits, tsplit, and normalise it with
the total time it takes for all partiles to transloate to the lower step, ttotal.
The probability is now obtained from
Π ∼ tsplit
ttotal
.
Using the latter method we were able to obtain a data ollapse. The anisotropy
of the studied Ising system presents problems to nite-size-saling analysis.
We rst present reasonable data ollapses when varying the linear dimensions
Lx and Ly separately. Then we ombine these proedures to nd the eld
parameter xed point and obtain the true droplet size saling in its viinity.
3.12.2 Finite-size saling with respet to the droplet
width
The data used in this analysis was olleted from systems with widths ranging
from Lx = 40 to Lx = 160. The eld parameter was systematially varied
between a = 0.02 and a = 2.0. The temperature was kept onstant at
T = 0.8.
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Table 3.11: Critial eld values for when the probability to split into two
droplets, Π (a = ac (Lx) , Lx), is 0.5.
Droplet size, Lx 40 80 120 160
Field, ac 0.335 0.206 0.203 0.182
The nite size saling analysis done here studies the droplet splitting. First,
a saling funtion Π (a, Lx) is dened. It gives the probability for the droplet
to split into several droplets as a funtion of the eld parameter a.
Now the ritial eld is dened as the eld at whih the probability of the
droplet to split is Π (a = ac (Lx) , Lx) =
1
2
. (The word ritial should be un-
derstood in a loose sense, sine we are analysing dynami not thermodynami
transitions.) The ritial eld values, ac, are shown in Table 3.11 for the four
systems.
In Fig. 3.31 (a) data from these simulations are plotted aording to Eq. (3.7).
By setting the saling onstant as ν = 0.4±0.05 we are able to obtain a data
ollapse.
Πˆ (a, Lx) = Π ((a− ac (Lx))Lνx, Lx) . (3.7)
The error in the parameter ν was estimated to be ∆ν = 0.05. The mag-
nitude of the error in ν was found by slightly varying ν until a notieable
deterioration in the data ollapse ompared to the one for ν = 0.4 was visible.
3.12.3 Finite size saling with respet to the droplet
length
The dierene between the analysis in the previous setion and the one here
is that the parameter Lνx is replaed by L
η
y, in other words,
Πˆ (a, Ly) = Π
(
(a− ac (Ly))Lηy, Ly
)
. (3.8)
From the simulations we obtain η = 0.15 ± 0.05 for the parameter η. The
orrespondingly ollapsed data are shown in Fig. 3.31 (b).
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Figure 3.31: (a) Systems with width ranging from 40 to 160 are saled and
plotted together. By hoosing ν = 0.4 in Eq. (3.7) data ollapse of the three
dierent system sizes is observed. (b) Data ollapse is ahieved by keeping
the droplet length onstant and by hoosing η = 0.15± 0.05 in Eq. (3.8).
3.12.4 An isotropi nite size saling
The omplete anisotropi nite size saling is onstruted by ombining Eqs.
(3.7) and (3.8). Thus we get
Πˆ (a, Lx, Ly) = Π
(
(a− ac (Lx, Ly))LνxLηy, Lx, Ly
)
. (3.9)
We an now ombine the data for systems with a xed droplet width with
those with a xed length. Using the values for ν and η found in Setions 3.12.2
and 3.12.3 we now get the graph in Fig. 3.32.
Interestingly, even though the veloity for the ballisti transport of the droplet
is muh more heavily dependent on its length than width, the droplet split-
ting is muh more signiantly aeted by its width.
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Figure 3.32: The data in Fig. 3.31 are plotted together.
Chapter 4
Conlusions
We started investigating how a droplet moves over a step by determining
the dominating mehanisms. We dened modes of motion by how many
neighbours a partile has before and after ompleting a move.
We found that in all ases the so alled all ↔ all mode is very ative. This
mode represents partiles that have maximum number of neighbours both
before and after a move. The none ↔ none mode was found to also have a
strong inuene in non-periodi systems. This mode represents partiles that
have no neighbouring partiles neither before nor after a move. For periodi
systems we expeted, and also found, that only the all ↔ all mode is the
most signiant mode.
We did a simple test to verify that our simulation software worked properly.
For a small periodi system we expet to have a onstant transfer of mass
aross the step edge, whih implies that the entre-of-mass veloity depends
on the system length as vcmy ∼ 1/Ly. We heked this by measuring the
entre-of-mass veloity for systems ontaining small droplets.
We haraterised the timesales of the hole dynamis with respet to the
droplet transloation veloity by determining the length sale beyond whih
the hole dynamis starts deviating the entre-of-mass from the vcmy ∼ 1/Ly
behaviour. We found this length sale to be roughly 200 lattie units orre-
sponding to the simulation time-sale of order 0.8. We found evidene of the
holes being mainly responsible for this veloity saturation. The holes at as
random walkers inside the droplet. Therefore as we make the droplet longer
it will take longer for them to reah the step edge from the lower step to
aommodate for mass transfer.
Next we studied the entre-of-mass veloity as a funtion of the eld param-
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eter for periodi droplets. We found vcmy to saturate as we raised the eld.
This is understandable by onsidering the step edge as a probability barrier.
The higher the eld, the lower is the probability for a partile to move over
it so that it inreases its energy. At low elds there is a onstant ow of
partiles (and holes) that are moving over the edge in both diretions. At
low elds we found the entre-of-mass veloity to linearly depend on the used
eld parameter, a.
After having veried the model and identied whih proesses drive periodi
droplets over a step edge we foused on non-periodi, or free, droplets. First
we determined the role of individual partiles rossing the step edge outside
of the droplet. This we did by investigating how the droplet width subtrated
from system width aet the motion of the droplet. We found that the nite
size width of the system no longer aets the results if the distane on either
side of the droplet to the sides of the system is greater than ∆x ≥ 100.
One we had determined the required size of our non-periodi system we
set out to desribe the entre-of-mass veloity dependene as a funtion of
the eld parameter. We again found that at low elds we have a linear
dependene while at higher elds saturation is observed. Whether the droplet
splits or moves as a whole over the step edge is highly dependent on its
starting loation, unlike for periodi droplets. The droplet initially loated
entirely on the rst surfae was found to split for elds above a ritial value.
The droplets were muh more resilient to splitting if they resided initially
over the step edge.
Next we studied how step length and temperature aets the way the droplet
moves. Quite expetedly, we found that making the steps longer and raising
the eld will inrease the probability for the partiles to deouple from the
droplet and move diusively. Inreasing the temperature was also veried
to inrease this probability, as it should. Based on these results, we briey
studied the possibility of onstruting a droplet lter.
The droplet lter an blok the transfer of droplets smaller than some par-
tiular size. This an be done by using a system with two step edges and
hoosing the eld low enough, so the droplet will move ballistially. The
time it takes for droplets to nd the seond edge depends on the length of
the surfae between the two edges. The shorter this step, the more likely it
is for a droplet to quikly nd the seond edge and traverse over it. By mea-
suring the traer and olletive diusion onstants for the systems, we found
that the olletive droplet diusion on a surfae is extremely slow ompared
to partile diusion and ballisti motion of the droplet. Hene, the distane
beyond whih the droplet does not nd the step edge at time sales relevant
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to ballisti transport are of the order of a ouple of lattie units. This enables
one to dene very preisely the minimum size for droplets whih an pass
over the step.
Having more than one step edge in the system was also found to speed up the
droplet as it moved over the step edges. This was observed both for periodi
and non-periodi systems. For non-periodi systems we also found that the
initial loation of the droplet with respet to the edges inuene how it will
move over them. We were not able to break up the droplet by inreasing the
eld if the droplet was loated initially with the steps under it. On the other
hand, if the droplet was initially loated away from the step edges, breaking
up was observed at a ritial eld value, ac. We found that the droplet will
tend to break up if the total eld value between the rst and the last surfae
is the same as ac in the one step system. The droplet veloity was found
to be solely determined by the total eld dierene between the rst and
the last step and not to depend on the number of steps. By inreasing the
number of evenly spaed step edges the droplet ould be transferred aross a
surfae apparently over arbitrarily long distanes, whih has signiane for
appliations.
We already veried for periodi systems that vcmy ∼ 1/Ly using small droplets.
For non-periodi droplets we found this observation to no longer hold. The
reason for this is that in non-periodi systems all modes play a role. For peri-
odi systems we observed a deviation from this dependene when using very
long droplets. A similar study using non-periodi droplets is not possible
sine long non-periodi droplets tend to break early in the simulation.
Triangular elds were tested as a method for speeding up the droplet entre-
of-mass veloity. Somewhat unexpetedly, it was found that the droplet
veloity ould be inreased limitlessly by inreasing the eld without breaking
the droplet. The droplet's being squeezed into the tip of the triangle seems
to a very eetive way to prevent its breakage, whih also has appliative
potential.
We also ompared a simulation using the N -fold way method to one using
the Metropolis method. We found that if the time-saling onstant, τ , in the
N -fold way method is of the magnitude τ ∼ 100 then it will have a similar
time-sale as the Metropolis method.
A nite-size-saling analysis of the non-periodi droplet was performed to
extrat possible universality in the droplet motion. The droplet's linear di-
mensions were saled individually due to the anisotropiity in the system
arising from the step edge whih ats as a driving fore in a single diretion.
The probability for the droplet to break during transloation was found to
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sale as LνxL
η
y, where Lx and Ly are the droplet width and length, respe-
tively, and the saling exponents are ν = 0.4 ± 0.05 and η = 0.15 ± 0.05.
Hene, two-dimensional droplet transloation over a step edge shows univer-
sal behaviour and has a driving eld xed point that determines the rossover
from ballisti to diusive transport.
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